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ABSTRACT  
   
CYOA is a prototype of an iPhone application that produces a single, generative, 
musical work.  This document details some of the thoughts and practices that informed its 
design, and specifically addresses the overlap between application structure and musical 
form.  The concept of composed instruments is introduced and briefly discussed, some 
features of video game design that relate to this project are considered, and some 
specifics of hardware implementation are addressed. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 CYOA is a prototype of an iPhone application that produces a single, generative, 
musical work.  This document details some the thoughts and practices that informed its 
design.  The name CYOA is a working title and is an abbreviation of “Choose Your Own 
Adventure.” 
 
Media Shapes our Conception of Music 
 Throughout human history various methods have been employed to communicate 
musical practices between individuals and across time, the most common of which is oral 
and aural communication between student and teacher.  Measured in persistence and 
distribution, by far the most successful system of musical communication has been 
Western music notation, an evolving language of graphic symbols for representing 
musical concepts.  The primacy of written notation has only recently been challenged by 
technologies that allow us to capture representations of actual sound through a variety of 
evolving formats and techniques. 
 If we consider the various formats of recorded media, we can see that each has 
both limitations and possibilities.  This necessarily affects the construction of the music 
the media is meant to represent.  Vinyl discs are an excellent medium for encoding 
sound, but they cannot be spliced together like magnetic tape.  Tape’s ability to easily 
record multiple simultaneous tracks has enabled the modern recording process.  Western 
music notation has become a very nuanced system, but it does represent some types of 
musical information (pitch, meter) better than others (frequency, time).  To select a 
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particular type of media to represent a musical idea is to tacitly accept both its limitations 
and its possibilities. 
 Until very recently, all technology for the storage of recorded sound has been both 
linear and fixed.  For example, tape runs from end to end and the LP’s needle charts a 
persistent course of diminishing radius.  Although it is possible to erase and reuse 
magnetic tape, we can generally expect that the contents of a tape or LP will not change 
from playback to playback. 
 Digital audio, the newest player on the field of recording technologies, found 
itself coming to age in an era with an already well-established recording industry built 
around the assumptions and tools of analog audio.  In order to find easy entry into this 
environment, digital instruments have been modeled in the image of their analog 
predecessors.  Digital Audio Workstations such as Pro Tools or Logic behave like tape 
machines (multitrack, linear) and borrow the language of that technology (many have a 
“rewind” button).  The digital audio formats that have arisen are conceptualized to feature 
the same linearity and static content as physical media. 
 There is, of course, no reason that digital audio must be this way.  If we imagine a 
digital recording as an application instead of a fixed table of values, then we can imagine 
recordings that could change upon each hearing, either by randomizing their parameters, 
engaging in some sort of evolutionary process, or by eliciting interactions from the 
listener. 
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Video Games as a Model for Interactive Music 
 Though there exists a rich history of several decades of interactive electronic 
music, the bulk of this music has been composed for fairly unique and often expensive 
equipment.  This equipment burden has limited the distribution of interactive works to a 
small pool of specialists, or, in the case of interactive installations, to audiences present in 
unique locations.1  The recent prevalence of smart phones, tablet computers, and similar 
devices has created an environment where large numbers of people have access to 
devices that are both powerful computationally and nuanced in their ability to sense the 
world around them.  This creates a large potential audience for the distribution of 
interactive electronic music. 
 At its core, CYOA is not a game.  Games are driven by motivators such as 
accruing points or avoiding capture.  CYOA has no such motivator except to maximize 
the personal aesthetic experience of the player, which is essentially no different than a 
work of traditional music.2  All the same, video games are good models for interactive 
works in several respects, of which the two most influential on my thinking were 
interaction as the foundation of form and embedded learning (these will be discussed in 
greater detail in chapter two). 
 
                                                
1 For example, Ryoji Ikeda’s Matrix (2000) is a series of sound installations that involve 
multiple channels of audio and unusual arrangements of speakers.  On his website he 
writes, “The installations are designed in response to specific gallery spaces or public 
sites selected by the artist… [It]  is only through the visitors' physical engagement in the 
sound space that the real character of the work can be perceived.” 
2 Xenakis (1992) describes game theory with respect to music and draws a distinction 
between works with internal “aesthetic conflict” (traditional written music) and those 
with external conflict, such as the scoring and assessment systems designed for his works 
Duel and Stratégie (p. 110-130).	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Conceptual Design of CYOA 
 The term sound-object is used to describe any internally coherent organization of 
sounds (Roads, 1996, p. 106).  What I find most interesting about the concept of sound 
objects is their scalability.  Sound objects can contain within them collections of other 
sound objects.  For example, the sound of a metal wheel grating against a track, the sound 
of steam, and the sound of a whistle are all individual sound objects.  Taken together 
though, they can be conceptually grouped as a single sound object: a train.  I propose that 
the concept of sound object can be further refined by defining two broad categories: static 
sound objects that do not change over time, and dynamic sound objects that do. Of the 
latter type, we can identify two distinct subtypes: intrinsically dynamic sound objects 
which evolve only according to internal logic, and extrinsically dynamic sound objects 
which modify themselves according to sensory input from the world around them. 3 
 This work is of that final type: it is a prototype of an extrinsically dynamic sound 
object written to run on Apple’s iOS.  It cannot be consumed passively; it will only reveal 
itself through interaction.  It is intended that the work will be experienced privately and 
individually.  The work will be enigmatic in that not all of its features will be obvious or 
immediately available, and some measure of the delight of the work is in the exploration 
and discovery of these features. 
 
                                                
3 Here I am purposefully blurring the meanings of the word “object” in the terms “sound 
object” and “object-oriented programming” (which is discussed in chapter three) because 
I believe a conceptual overlap of the two ideas is musically promising. 
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Chapter 2 
CONTEXT 
 This chapter hopes to outline the intellectual context in which CYOA was created 
so that readers may understand some of the thoughts that have informed the general 
design of the work.  Specifics of implementation are the subject of chapter three. 
 A project of this sort requires the overlap of numerous areas of thought and 
research, including game design, music theory, computer science, and interactive media.  
It is well beyond the scope of this document to supply an exhaustive analysis of current 
research in all of these areas.  Instead, the purpose of these passages is to provide 
grounding on relevant topics for the interested reader and to provide a starting point for 
further exploration.  The first three sections deal with the historical and philosophical 
orientations of the project, and the final section focuses on the practical problems of 
writing audio software. 
 
Algorithmic Composition 
 In The Algorithmic Composer, the author David Cope (2000) explains that though 
we typically use the term algorithm to mean a computer program, more generally the 
term refers to any sequential set of instructions for completing a task.  He goes on to state 
that from this perspective, there have existed over time many examples of algorithmic 
compositional processes, including the isorhythmic techniques of medieval composers, 
serialism of the twentieth century, and imitative writing from every era.  With a liberal 
reading, he states, we can take algorithmic composition to mean any act in which a 
composer uses an external process to make musical decisions; and that algorithmic 
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composition (in this broadest sense) has not only enjoyed a long history within the 
Western canon, but has indeed been intimately interwoven into Western musical identity 
(Cope, 2000, p. 1-15).  For our purposes here, however, we will employ the term in its 
most modern sense: the use of computers to generate musical material. 
 Generally, when we think of computer music we associate it with digital audio 
processing and synthesis.  However, there is a relatively long tradition of using 
computers to generate material for acoustic instruments.  The remainder of Cope’s book 
describes algorithmic methods of this type, which operate by analyzing existing music to 
deduce rules and methods and then by borrowing or extrapolating from those rules to 
generate new musical materials. 
 A detailed consideration of the philosophy and practice of generative and 
probabilistic music can be found in Xenakis’s Formalized Music (1992).  This text 
includes rigorous, mathematical discussions of topics such as musical probability, 
Markovian processes, and game theory, and provides numerous examples from specific 
compositions.  While this text is formidable with its numerous symbolic representations 
of mathematical concepts and its use of multiple programming languages, it provides a 
wellspring of musical ideas.4 
  
  
                                                
4 Some readers might prefer the descriptions of algorithmic processes and methods found 
in the 18th and 19th chapters of The Computer Music Tutorial (Roads, 1996). 
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Composed Instruments 
 Due to limitations in memory and speed, the earliest examples of algorithms for 
generating musical materials operated independently of any real-world clock.  To use a 
“paper algorithm” as an example, imagine the algorithm for determining the next value of 
a serial sequence of pitches.  Its products will be placed in a musical context where time 
is relevant, but the algorithm itself does not require this context to function. 
 As computers have grown faster and as their ability to sense the world around 
them has grown, the opportunity has arisen to create algorithms which are aware of a 
time context (however it is measured), and which can make decisions based upon that 
context and upon sensory input (of whatever form).  These “real-time” or “interactive” 
algorithms provide new avenues of musical exploration, and recommend new forms and 
practices.  When these interactive algorithms are paired with real-time sound processing 
and synthesis, the product can be described as a “composed instrument”. 
 The concept of composed instruments and general design principles are discussed 
in Introducing Composed Instruments: Technical and Musicological Implications.  The 
authors, Battier and Schnell, (2002) write: 
A metaphor which is easily employed for a wide range of artistic performances 
with computers is that of the musical instrument. The term of the composed 
instrument underlines the fact that computer systems used in musical performance 
carry as much the notion of an instrument as that of a score, in the sense of 
determining various aspects of a musical work. [...]  A composed instrument is 
one in which several conditions must be met. One of them is that the two main 
components of a musical instrument, the sound producing part and the gestural 
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performance part, are decoupled, or isolated one from another. In a composed 
instrument, gesture is linked to sound production in a non-direct, oftentimes non-
obvious fashion (p. 1). 
 There are two points that require further consideration: the decoupling of interface 
from audio production, and the incorporation of score elements into the fabric of the 
instrument. 
 
Figure 1.  Acoustic and Digital Interfaces 
 
In acoustic instruments, there is an inalienable connection between the sound 
producing mechanism of an instrument and the manner in which that mechanism is 
controlled.  One cannot alter the way one interacts with the instrument without affecting 
the way the instrument behaves.  Some electronic instruments and all digital instruments 
differ from their ancestors in that their sound producing mechanisms are logically distinct 
from their controllers.5  This separation necessitates the insertion of a musical interpreter 
between the interface and the synthesizer.  The MIDI specification is an example of such 
an interpreter, and suggests a common language through which keyboard-like 
instruments can interact with synthesizers: for example, any MIDI keyboard can 
                                                
5 For example, a MIDI-capable synthesizer can be controlled by any MIDI-capable 
keyboard, wind controller, or software program. 
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communicate a note event with pitch represented as an 8-bit integer and rely on the 
interpreter to translate that number into a value more suitable for the internals of the 
synthesizer. 
Any interpreter necessarily colors the data it is meant to interpret.  Even general-
purpose designs like the MIDI specification are subject to such biases: MIDI works well 
for modeling keyboard controllers but is less suited to other control types.6  While this 
might be a weakness in the case of general music protocols like MIDI, in other contexts it 
can be seen as an opportunity for creative exploration.  As the design of the interpreter 
grows more complex and more idiosyncratic, its interpretation of the input can become so 
unique as to become the defining quality of a musical composition. 
The aesthetic and history of composed instruments are discussed in a chapter by 
Norbert Herber: “The Composition-Instrument: Emergence, Improvisation, and 
Interaction in Games and New Media” (in Collins, 2008, p. 103-123).  In particular, the 
history subsection of that article discusses how interactive music is informed by three 
distinct precursors: experimental, improvisational, and generative musics.  Many 
examples are given, including the open-form works of Earl Brown and Terry Riley, the 
improvisational constructs of John Zorn, and the generative music of Brian Eno (p. 105-
108). 
In Computer-Mediated / Interactive Performance, the authors, Birchfield and 
Cuifo (2007), describe composed instrument designs in which acoustic percussion 
                                                
6 “A fundamental constraint of the MIDI specification is the concept of music embodied 
in its design.  It was conceived to capture a musical dialect that is strongly biased towards 
popular songs (in equal temperament) as played on a musical keyboard” (Roads, 1996, p. 
1010-1011). 
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instruments are amplified and processed.  In this design type, the control interface for the 
instrument consists of acoustic sound sources with the computer acting as a processing 
module to alter those sounds. 
In Interface: Electronic Chamber Ensemble (Bahn & Trueman, 2001), the authors 
describe a few instrument designs which act as enhancements to traditional musical 
controllers, such as an augmented violin bow that communicates data such as 
acceleration, pressures, rotation, etc.  This data is then used by a computer to affect 
additional processing of bowed instrument sounds. 
These two examples describe systems that are either based upon or enhancements 
of acoustic instruments.  For a more unusual method, the article Algorithms as Scores: 
Coding Live Music (Magnusson, 2011) describes a system in which a performer or 
multiple performers type (or otherwise implement) code in live performance while the 
computer is generating sound.  Though it is not discussed in that article, the programming 
language ChucK was designed for exactly this purpose, and readers are encouraged to 
search for video of live-coding performances by that program’s author, Ge Wang. 7 
 
Video Game Design 
 There are many aspects to the design and implementation of video games that 
would be useful to study from the perspective of composition, not least of all the 
implementation of video game audio.  On that latter topic, I would refer the reader to the 
text From Pac-Man to Pop Music, edited by Karen Collins (2008).  There are a few 
                                                
7 “An on-the-fly programming system has the potential to fundamentally enhance the 
real-time interaction between the performer/composer and the systems they create and 
control. […] We believe that such a potential is worth exploring.” (Wang, 2008, p. 88-89) 
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chapters in that text that are directly relevant to this project.  Among them is the 
aforementioned chapter by Norbert Herber, which, in addition to providing a historical 
grounding for composed instruments, provides brief analyses of several contemporary 
examples of interactive musical projects.8  Another article from that text, “Indeterminate 
Adaptive Digital Audio for Games on Mobiles,” is a little mired in implementation 
specifics that are not directly relevant to CYOA, but readers might find the article useful 
nonetheless as it provides an alternate approach to similar challenges.  
 There were two aspects of my project for which I turned to video games for 
inspiration.  The first question was how to approach the work in terms of design and 
structure.  The second question stemmed from the notion of embedded score in composed 
instruments.  How do video games solicit interaction from users and teach them the rules 
of engagement? 
 With respect to the first question, I began by researching the idea of form and 
genre in video games, and found a common thread.  In the article Genre and the Video 
Game, author Mark Wolf (2001) discusses the difficulties of categorizing games into 
types.  He states, “the idea of categorization by genre, and the notion that certain 
conventions are present in each genre, has proven to be a useful way of looking at both 
literature and film” (p. 113).  He goes on to state that the primary methods for separating 
films into genres— iconography, structure, and theme—are less useful in the context of 
games than in film or literature.  He posits that video games are better defined by their 
interactions and motivations.  To use his example, Pac-man is a collecting/maze game 
                                                
8 This includes a few video games, such as Electroplankton and Spore (Collins, 2008, p. 
111-121). 
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(the player traverses a maze and collects yellow dots), not a horror game (the player is 
trapped in a cube and endlessly pursued by indefatigable monsters).  From this 
perspective, he lists a set of game genres such as “capturing”, “collecting”, “dodging”, 
etc. (p. 113-116).  Chris Crawford (1984) adopts a similar strategy for defining genre in 
his very early text The Art of Computer Game Design.  That book contains a chapter, “A 
Taxonomy of Computer Games” which divides game-types into two broad categories: 
Skill-And-Action, which operate in real-time, and Strategy, where decisions are made 
outside-of-time (p. 19-39). 
 While one might question whether or not interactions and motivations wholly 
supplant iconography and theme in consideration of genre, the authors do make a 
compelling case that a game’s manner of interaction is profoundly and inextricably linked 
to the experience of playing that game, perhaps more so than any other factor.  As such, I 
decided that CYOA’s form would be defined by interactions.  It would contain within it 
several areas of musical content, and that each area would focus upon a particular type of 
interaction. 
 I would like to consider two approaches to game design within the Skill-And-
Action category: platform games and maze games. 9  An archetypal example of a 
platform game is the original Super Mario Brothers (Nintendo, 1985).  In this game, the 
character always begins at the starting point of a level (left) and progresses towards an 
ending point (right).  The levels are fixed in number and character, and are always 
encountered in the same order. 
                                                
9 The term “platform game” stems from a common feature of games of this type: that a 
player must leap from platform to platform to reach their destination (Wolf, 2001, p. 126-
129). 
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 The Legend of Zelda (Nintendo, 1986) is an example of a maze game and takes a 
very different approach.  In this game, the character begins in the middle of a two-
dimensional map and has the liberty to explore the map in any direction.  In principle, the 
entire map is available to the player from the start but in practice limitations in the 
character’s talents and inventory prevent the player from freely moving about.  As the 
character gains new abilities and items, more area of the map is available. 
 In the case of platform games such as Super Mario Brothers, the character 
remains essentially unchanged and progression happens by traversing farther along a 
linear path: the world changes around the character.  In the Zelda model, the world 
remains fixed and progression happens because the character collects items and skills: the 
character changes within the world.   
 Taking inspiration from the Zelda model, I decided that in CYOA the various 
areas of musical content would be interconnected as if they were distributed on a two 
dimensional map.  In addition, a player’s ability to migrate from area to area would be 
limited at first but would increase as the experience progressed (the specifics of which are 
detailed in the following chapter). 
 With respect to the notion of embedded score, when I was first considering this 
project I thought that game-like qualities such as reward and punishment would be 
essential in establishing the rightness or wrongness of individual actions.  As the 
development of the work progressed, I became less enamored with this idea, and finally 
settled upon a design in which any approach would be considered valid.  As a result of 
this process, there emerged only a single rule: that CYOA would require continuous 
interaction. 
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 Creating a game with a system of reward and punishment puts an onus on the 
game designer to help players learn what actions are considered good and which are 
considered bad.  In CYOA “good” and “bad” are personal, aesthetic decisions made by 
the user, not judgments imposed upon them by the instrument; in this respect I believe I 
have avoided a large measure of the teaching burden from myself as designer.  All the 
same, there are a few of general concepts that must be communicated to the performer: 
that continuous interaction is required, that there are several valid methods of interaction, 
and that certain areas of content favor certain types of interaction over others. 
 James Paul Gee, in his text What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning 
and Literacy (2007), writes that “If a game, for whatever reason, has good principles of 
learning built into its design—that is, if it facilitates learning in good ways—then it gets 
played and can sell well, if it is an otherwise good game” (p. 3-4). Over the course of the 
book, Gee identifies and names a number of educational principles embedded in 
successful games.  A few of these were in my thoughts as I considered the design of 
CYOA: the probing principle, wherein learning is a cycle of trying actions, reflecting on 
consequences, and forming hypotheses; the multiple-routs principle, in which there are 
multiple paths to success to accommodate differences in user preference; the incremental 
principle, in which learning situations are ordered so that earlier experiences lead to 
generalizations that will be useful later; and the discovery principle, in which students are 
given minimum instruction and allowed to discover knowledge through 
experimentation.10 
                                                
10 Overall the book identifies 36 learning principles, which are collected together and 
defined succinctly in the book’s appendix (Gee, 2007, p. 221-227); however, these 
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Audio Programming 
 Audio programming is a substantial topic.  Mastering the how and why of digital 
audio is a lifelong endeavor, and requires a devotion to craft not unlike learning an 
acoustic instrument.  Beginners are encouraged to experiment with ready-made 
synthesizers and high-level music programming languages such as Max/MSP, or Csound.  
For many electronic musicians, this is sufficient depth to cover all of their musical wants. 
 Would be programmers of video game audio, however, must have an even deeper 
understanding of digital audio fundamentals.  Writing an audio engine from scratch is a 
non-trivial task that requires a thorough grasp of low level programming (the language C 
is a common choice) as well as a thorough understanding of digital signal processing 
methods and techniques.  Many video game developers circumvent some of these issues 
by licensing audio APIs and development tools from third parties, such as FMOD Studio 
(Firelight Technologies, 2013).  Such tools are not appropriate for this project since, in 
addition to costing many thousands of dollars, they tend to presume a workflow in which 
the audio designer first creates a pool of static soundfiles and then attaches them to in-
game actions.  CYOA operates by defining a custom synthesizer and mapping control data 
to various synthesis parameters.  The sounds are not created in advance; they are 
generated on the fly. 
 To musicians who are interested in writing custom audio applications for 
computers or personal devices, I highly recommend The Audio Programming Book, 
                                                                                                                                            
principles are gradually introduced with relevant examples from video games over the 
course of the text.  
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edited by Boulanger and Lazzarini (2011).  Any diligent student armed with the first 
seven chapters of that text (numbered 0-6) and the patience to methodically pursue each 
of their topics will find themselves well equipped to work with audio in the C language at 
a very low level. 
Because the focus of that text is on the low-level implementation of digital audio, 
its coverage of higher-level synthesis technique and theory is necessarily somewhat 
limited.  For an understanding of digital signal processing methods in a musical context 
there are two texts worth considering: The Computer Music Tutorial, by Curtis Roads 
(1996), and Computer Music: Synthesis, Composition, and Performance, by Charles 
Dodge and Thomas A. Jerse (1997).  The Computer Music Tutorial provides a thorough 
overview of computer music methods, history, and philosophy; however, some may find 
that some of the topics are discussed with greater clarity in the Dodge/Jerse.11   
 As adjunct to these texts there are a few others that might prove useful to 
designers of video games or similar projects.  The Science of Sound, by Thomas Rossig 
(1990) is a text on the science of acoustics that would be especially useful for designers 
of sound effects for video games.  Real Sound Synthesis for Interactive Applications, by 
Perry Cook (2002) describes methods for physical modeling synthesis (among other 
things) and suggests how they might be employed in interactive works.  And lastly, 
Microsound, also by Roads (2004), covers the subject of granular synthesis thoroughly.   
                                                
11 In CYOA I primarily employ modulation synthesis (Roads, 1996, p. 213-262) and 
sample manipulation (p. 115-156), since these methods are relatively inexpensive to 
compute. 
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Chapter 3 
MUSICAL FORM AND PROGRAM DESIGN 
General Principles of Interaction 
 CYOA is an extrinsically dynamic musical object written to be experienced on an 
Apple iPhone or iPad or similar device.  It is my desire that it should encourage free will 
and free exploration.  The work has a clear starting point, but there is no ending: when 
the player ceases interaction the work returns to its opening state, ready to supply a new 
performance. 
 This prototype has been tested and developed on an iPhone 4S.  That device has 
several methods of interaction; the first step in creating the work was deciding which of 
these methods to employ.  The device has a capacitive touch-screen which can handle 
multiple, simultaneous touches, an accelerometer, a gyroscope, an ambient light sensor, 
two video cameras, two built-in speakers with headphone port, and a microphone.  Let us 
consider each of them: 
1) Capacitive Touch Screen—the primary method of interaction for the device.  
It is capable of recognizing multiple touches and tracking them independently.  
Apple’s programming API allows access to low level touch data, and also 
provides a number of “gesture recognizers” (Apple, 2013, “About Events in 
iOS”), which sense specific gestures such as: swipes, rotations, pinches, and 
taps, all for varying numbers of fingers.  Each is employed at different points 
in CYOA. 
2) Accelerometer / Gyroscope—these allow the device to sense its orientation 
with respect to gravity and to sense movement.  Both are employed in CYOA.
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3) Ambient Light Sensor—this is a tiny light sensor that helps the iPhone to 
determine how much light to emit from its screen (lowering the brightness of 
the screen in dimmer locations can pay large dividends in battery life).  This 
capability could have many gestural uses; unfortunately, Apple does not at 
this time provide real-time access to this device, so it cannot be used for this 
purpose.  Hopefully this will become available in the future. 
4) Video Cameras—there are two video cameras in an iPhone 4S: front and rear-
facing cameras.  These also offer much possibility for musical control if they 
are paired with methods of video analysis.  Processing video is expensive in 
terms of CPU time, and while possible on the iPhone, I determined that for 
this project the opportunity costs were too great.  Future devices with faster 
processors will be better equipped to make use of video as an input method for 
interactive music. 
5) Speakers and Headphone—the iPhone has three methods of sound output: a 
built-in earpiece (for when using the device as a phone), a built-in loudspeaker 
(for non-phone use), and a headphone port.  CYOA does not employ the built-
in earpiece since one cannot interact with the touch screen while holding the 
device to their head.  It expects that most users will use the built-in 
loudspeaker or headphones, and that a few may use the headphone port to 
connect the device to an external sound system. 
6) Microphone—microphones are obviously very useful sensors for musical 
works.  The proximity of the device’s speaker to the microphone does make it 
tricky to get audio that is reliable and free from feedback.  Some interactive 
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musical projects have solved this by making headphones a requirement, but I 
would like performers to be free to use the device’s loudspeaker and external 
sound equipment without worry or bother.  So, for this project, the 
microphone is not utilized. 12 
 
Arrangement of Musical Materials 
In imagining the structure of the work, I have found it useful to think of its form 
as it is shown in figure two, below.  There are five sections of material called levels, with 
the zeroth level as the origin of a circle upon which the other levels are distributed.13  
Level zero is the entry point for the work.  From this central hub, the player can traverse 
to any of the other four levels (in this prototype, only levels 0, 1, and 4 are functional).  
Once the player has left the zeroth level, the form does not allow them to return except 
through lack of proper interaction.  This resets the all of the content and signals the end of 
the work. 
                                                
12 For example, Rj Voyager (Reality Jockey Ltd., 2013), a similar software project that 
uses Pure Data as its audio engine, recommends the use of headphones for exactly this 
reason. 
13 The term “level” has some unfortunate connotations that I regret.  “Level” suggests 
stacking, which implies a sense of linear order.  The term “worlds” might have been 
better since it suggests a free-floating association.  However, since I use the term “level” 
throughout the project’s source code I will remain consistent here.	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Figure 2.  Arrangement of Materials. 
 
I wanted to distinguish each of the four radial levels from each other by their 
manner of interaction.  Level one primarily uses swiping gestures; level two, tapping; 
level three, the accelerometer and gyroscope; and level four behaves like a gamepad 
(with four “directional” buttons for the left thumb and four buttons for the right thumb).  
Since level zero is a central hub it features each of these four interaction types, and the 
player selects their destination by which method they favor. 
 Once a player has traversed to any of the radial levels, that level will monitor the 
player’s performance and keep track of the player’s advancement.14  As the player 
continues to interact with the level, the music evolves and the control structures grow 
more complex.  After a certain point of advancement the player is allowed to leave the 
level by transporting to adjacent levels on the circle (i.e. a player can move from level 1 
to levels 2 or 4).  Ultimately, if a player has reached a sufficient state of advancement 
                                                
14 How “advancement” is measured varies from level to level, but in all cases it is tied to 
the amount of interaction (which makes it loosely a function of time). 
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within two neighboring levels, materials from those levels migrate and influence one 
another (material from level 4 might appear in level 1).  As the player moves about the 
circle and advances within the various levels, the musical materials will continue to 
migrate.  The overall formal idea is that isolated segments of musical material merge 
together as the player is given greater and greater freedom to move about the musical 
form.  Because not all of the levels are completed in this prototype, the migration of 
materials feature is absent, and movement between areas of content (from level 1 to 4 and 
vice versa) is abrupt. 
 
Figure 3.  Movement and Interactivity.  This figure shows that each level focuses on a 
specific type of interaction and details the methods necessary for movement around the 
form. 
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 Progress is not saved between sessions.  Each instance is considered unique, and 
the experience is expected to last anywhere from a couple of minutes to a half hour. 
 
Object-Oriented Design 
 Programming languages can be categorized by general type, including dataflow, 
object-oriented, and functional languages (among others).  Each represents a different 
underlying philosophy for representing computational strategies, and each has inherent 
strengths and weaknesses.  Object-oriented design is a useful model for music 
composition and performance and is the method employed by the primary languages used 
in this project: Objective-C and C++.  
 The philosophy and design implications of object-oriented programming are 
nuanced topics.15  For our purposes, we can understand object-oriented programming as a 
metaphor for solving computational problems by modeling objects and their interactions.  
The reader should be familiar with three broad concepts: classes, objects, and methods.  
Objects are programming concepts that include both data and functions (called methods) 
which act upon that data.  Classes are abstract descriptions of objects (blueprints for the 
construction of objects), whereas objects are specific instances of a class (actual data in 
memory).  To give a real-world example, we can imagine a class called alarmClock that 
describes all alarm clocks.  It might feature data such as currentTime and alarmTime, and 
methods such as getCurrentTime, setAlarmTime, and snoozeForTen.  There is only one 
                                                
15 Stephen Pope (1996) provides a clearly written introduction to this topic from a 
musical perspective.  His article is very helpful with the general terminology and 
philosophy of object-oriented languages (p. 55-58). 
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alarmClock class but there can be any number of alarmClock objects, and indeed it is 
common for a household to contain several. 
We needn’t delve deep into this topic for our purposes here.  Suffice it to say that 
object-oriented programming is a useful model for designing computer programs, CYOA 
employs this model, and the following passages will employ the language of this 
programming metaphor. 
 
Application Structure 
 The operating system that Apple has provided for the iPhone and iPad, named 
iOS, is in many ways similar in structure to their OSX operating system for personal 
computers.  Interacting with the operating system requires an understanding of a 
programming language maintained by Apple named Objective-C.  Whenever the iOS 
operating system launches an application, it expects to find a software object called an 
appDelegate.  The appDelegate object manages the most basic interactions between the 
application and the computer: “The primary job of this object is to handle state transitions 
within the app. For example, this object is responsible for launch-time initialization and 
handling transitions to and from the background” (Apple, 2013, “About iOS App 
Programming: Core App Objects”).  In this implementation, the appDelegate has three 
primary responsibilities: creating a viewController object to manage what is displayed on 
screen (for this prototype: not much), creating and initializing the audio system with an 
audioDevice object, and controlling the musical form with a levelManger object. 
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Audio System 
 When we use an audio application such as a software synthesizer to play music, it 
is common to think that the synthesizer is “pushing” its content, placing agency for sound 
creation on the synth: it is the synthesizer that generates sound and sends it to the 
soundcard.  This description is perfectly sensible for most purposes, but it is 
fundamentally inaccurate.  To understand this inaccuracy, we must examine how digital 
audio is implemented at the hardware level. 
For the same reasons of economy of scale that our factories tend to produce items 
in batches rather than individually, audio is typically produced in blocks of samples.  
These blocks of samples are calculated together and delivered to the soundcard for 
realization.  Block sizes vary by implementation, but they are typically between 64-1024 
samples. 
For accurate playback of digital sound, these blocks must be unpacked by the 
soundcard and then converted to an analog signal in a continuous stream.  It is the 
soundcard’s responsibility to make sure that the timing of the stream is accurate: any 
jitter in the accuracy of the soundcard’s clock manifests itself in reduced audio quality. 
Since it is the soundcard’s responsibility to ensure accurate timing, the onus is on the 
soundcard to tell the computer when it needs the next block of samples to refill its queue. 
We can now see why the description of the synthesizer “pushing” sound to the 
soundcard is inaccurate: for purposes of high precision audio timing, it is the soundcard 
that “pulls” audio from the synthesizer and not the other way around.  Because of this, 
audio systems are typically designed as a system of callbacks.  A callback is a function 
that is registered with another function to be “called back” when that second function 
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runs.  Within our hypothetical synthesizer application, there must exist a function for 
generating audio.  When we hit play, the synthesizer doesn’t execute that function 
directly; instead it registers that function with the audio system.  On the next occasion 
that the soundcard requests audio, this function will be called and its fruits inserted into 
the current block of sound.  From the user’s perspective this distinction is meaningless, 
but it becomes significant from the perspective of the designer. 
For this prototype, a block size of 1024 samples was chosen.  This value puts a 
limit on the precision of real-time interaction.  Since each sample of the block is 
calculated “at once,” controller changes can only be reflected between blocks, not within 
them.  At a sampling rate of 44100 samples/sec, a new block of this size is calculated 
every 0.023 seconds.  23 milliseconds is indeed quite fast, however, practiced musicians 
can sense latency down to a handful of milliseconds.16  Were I making an application that 
required a more immediate response (such as a percussion synthesizer), I would have to 
choose a smaller block size.  Since the interactions of this application are slightly less 
direct in their effects (most gestures do not take effect until the next beat), this larger 
block size reduces the processing burden on the phone. 
Inserting a customized audio object into the audio stream on the iPhone requires 
encapsulating that function into what is called an “audio unit” (Apple, 2013, “AudioUnit 
Programming Guide”).  The audio unit must then be attached to the device’s audio 
system. 
                                                
16 John Gordon discusses temporal resolution more generally in “Perception of Temporal 
Features” (Roads, 1996, p. 1059-1061). 
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The synthesis of many simultaneous audio streams and the scheduling of note 
events is a complex problem.  Rather than write a scheduler from scratch, this project 
incorporates Csound, an open-source audio synthesis language (Ffitch et al., 2013).  
Developers must be wary of licensing requirements when using external software 
libraries.  Csound is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License, which enables it 
to be incorporated into commercial projects with some limitations. 17 
The particulars of audio I/O for CYOA are handled by an object called an 
audioDevice object.  That object creates an audio unit, provides it with a callback 
function for audio synthesis, and attaches it to the audio system.  This object also 
maintains a list of basicPerformer objects that are called prior to the performance of each 
block of samples.  BasicPerformer objects are musical controllers synced to the audio 
clock that can alter the running copy of Csound by inserting notes or changing the 
synthesizer’s parameters.  The order of execution of the audio system is diagrammed in 
figure four: 
1. The soundcard requests a new block of audio. 
2. The audio unit that represents CYOA is called, and it in turn calls the 
soundcard to surrender the data from the microphone. 
3. This data is copied into csound (although in this project, this data is ignored). 
4. The audio unit calls any basicPerformers. 
5. Their effects are applied to csound. 
                                                
17 The full text of the licence and a description of its contents can be found at 
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html.  
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6. The audio unit then calls csound to process a block of audio.18 
7. That audio is copied from csound to the audio unit. 
8. The assembled block is sent to the soundcard. 
 
Figure 4.  Audio Callback Process. 
 
Changes in the manner of sound production can be affected in two ways: altering 
csound’s internal state directly, and registering (or removing) basicPerformers from the 
audio unit.  This could have effects such as turning specific instruments on/off or 
affecting the behaviors of running instruments. 
 
Form 
 After creating and initializing the audioDevice object, the appDelgate creates and 
initializes a levelManager object.  This object’s purpose is to create each of the five levels 
of content and manage movement between them.  Each level is represented as a level 
                                                
18 For increased scheduling accuracy, csound runs at an internal block size (128), which 
is smaller than the audio system’s block size (1024).  This means that csound is called 8 
times in order to fill the system’s audio block.  
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object and has as its responsibilities collecting data from the sensors, interpreting that 
data, affecting the synthesizer by altering csound’s internal state, and controlling the 
contents of the screen. 19  It must also maintain a representation of player progress, and 
communicate with the levelManager on those occasions that the level must change. 
 Any execution of the work begins with level zero, a gateway through which the 
player can choose to travel to any of the other levels.  Since level zero is the starting point 
of the experience, it has two responsibilities: to teach new players the basic methods of 
interaction, and to act as a “menu system” by which players can select their next 
destination.  Since each of the other levels is defined by a primary control type—swiping, 
tapping, accelerating, and “thumbing” (as with a gamepad)—level 0 must introduce each 
of these control methods with clear correlation between cause and effect and in an 
environment where the user is free to explore and experiment.  And so, there are four 
primary musical materials for the level: a twitching, chaotic bed of noise; a twinkling of 
bells; a horn-like pad of harmonic tones; and a deep, echoing drum.20 
 The chaotic bed of noise is created by a pair of conjoined oscillators whose 
products mutually phase-modulate each other, and whose properties (including the base 
frequency of the oscillators, volume, and distance) are influenced obliquely by the 
accelerometer (Appendix A, video 1).  The twinkling of bells (simple, modulated sine 
waves) is enabled by the presence of a finger on the iPhone screen (video 2).  Location of 
touch and swiping distance are not accounted for in the audio: either there is a finger 
                                                
19 Three means are employed for interacting with csound: adding score events, altering 
the contents of csound’s stored function tables, and using csound’s chnexport function to 
alter global variables. 
20 All of the instruments employed in this prototype are described in greater detail in 
Appendix B.	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present (bells enabled) or not (silent).  The horn-like pad sounds whenever two fingers 
are present on the iPhone screen.  If the user rotates the two fingers about one another (as 
if turning a knob) the tuning of the pads is shifted (video 3).  Lastly, a single, brief tap 
upon the screen will cause a deep bass drum to sound (video 4). 
 Each of these interaction types is monitored and the method of interaction the user 
employs most determines which level will be their destination.  My thinking is that new 
users will likely repeat the first interaction they discover and will soon find themselves in 
its corresponding level.  Later, when they repeat the experience they might discover both 
a different method of interaction and a different destination.  Over time, the player would 
learn the four interactive methods and the respective levels to which they are tied.  In this 
prototype, one can travel easily to the first level by swiping distance or the fourth level by 
knobbing amount. 21  It is possible to travel to level two by tap count or level three by 
total accumulated jerk on the accelerometer, although for now travel to these latter levels 
is discouraged (since they are wanting for content) by setting their tap count and jerk 
thresholds to burdensome standards. 
 Those interested in the structure of individual levels are encouraged to first 
examine levels two and three.  Though they have no content in this prototype, they do 
contain methods for interaction with the levelManager and thus represent the minimal 
functionality necessary for a working level.  There are four methods to note: the 
constructor method, which is called to create the necessary structures in memory for the 
                                                
21 Here I’m using the verb knobbing to encapsulate two similar, two-fingered gestures.  
The first, pinching, involves the two fingers moving closer together or farther apart, and 
the second, rotation, involves rotating the two fingers about one another as if turning a 
knob. 
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level (including creating the level’s screen content and controllers); the newLevel 
method, which is called by the levelManager when the player enters the level; the 
releaseLevel method, which is called by the levelManager when the player exits the level; 
and the advanceLevel method, which allows the level to schedule internal advancements 
or indicate to the levelManager that a different level should be loaded.  Since levels two 
and three do not contain proper content, when their newLevel method is called, a csound 
instrument is activated to produce a soft bed of white noise, the screen turns white (to 
invoke a sense of loss), and the advanceLevel method is called to schedule a return to the 
zeroth level after a handful of seconds. 
 The control scheme for the fourth level is modeled after a traditional console-style 
gamepad.  The touchscreen is divided into two halves, and within each half four areas are 
identified to behave as “buttons”.  As the performer’s finger moves over these buttons, 
various effects are introduced (timbre change, transposition, etc.).  The overall design is 
meant to be similar to a Super Nintendo game controller, which features a four button 
directional pad for the left thumb and a set of four buttons for the right. 
 
Figure 5.  Arrangement of Buttons.  This figure also shows some button assignments. 
 
 It is most likely that the player has reached this level from level zero, in which 
case they would have been using a two-fingered knobbing gesture.  As a transition, the 
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first instrument activated by this level is a pad instrument not unlike the horns of level 
zero (though a bit brighter in timbre).  Here the same knobbing gesture from level zero is 
employed to affect parameters of the sound, though in this case it affects a shift in timbre, 
not in pitch.  The level will remain in this state until the player demonstrates the 
understanding that the knobbing gesture is required, or—failing to do so by a given 
interval—control will return to level zero.  The reason for enforcing this gesture is to 
communicate to the performer that this level should be navigated by a pair of touches (a 
traditional gamepad is controlled with two thumbs, but here any pair of digits will 
suffice).  Once the user demonstrates this understanding, the level gradually introduces 
additional instruments (a pulsing synth, a drum kit, a granulated sample of my voice).  
The eight buttons are enabled in stages, affording the player greater performance 
opportunity as the content advances (video 5). 
 The first level invites the player to explore permutations of rhythm through 
gradual evolution.  To represent complex rhythms, I have created an object class called a 
timeTree.  Each timeTree object represents a node within a tree structure that can have a 
value (or set of values) and a set of sub-nodes (themselves timeTree objects).  This 
recursive structure allows a representation of nested divisions of time that can be 
translated into tables of rhythmic values.  This is illustrated in figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  Illustration of timeTrees. 
 
 At the start of level 1, three copies of a timeTree structure are created and filled 
with random content, then assigned respectively to “kick”, “snare”, and “hat” 
instruments.  With each swipe of the player’s finger, these timeTrees are mutated either 
through the addition or subtraction of sub-nodes or the altering of node values.  Their 
rhythmic structures are free to evolve away from one another, yielding over time 
polyrhythmic constructs of great complexity.  The number of mutations is tracked and as 
it climbs various atmospheric sounds are triggered and altered (video 6).  Sometimes the 
mutations are subtle; to better encourage the swiping gesture—particularly at the start—
the noise-bed instrument from level zero is lightly reprised with each swipe.  
 If the player has reached a certain point of advancement in either the first or 
fourth levels, they may travel to the other through long pinching gestures.  This feature is 
functional and implemented but the music does not contain transitional content so the 
effect is jarring.  Travel to levels two and three is possible; however, they are dead-ends 
(forcing a return to level zero) in this prototype. 
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Chapter 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
The current working demo of CYOA appears to be satisfactory with respect to two 
primary concerns that I had for the project: that the interactions feel good and that their 
resulting music is pleasing to the ear.  I believe CYOA is thus far successful on both 
fronts.  The greatest weakness of the prototype is that it needs more content for two 
reasons.  The first is that interactive experiences engage their audience by inviting them 
to explore a world of possibilities.  The more there is to explore and discover, the 
longer—and ultimately more satisfying—the experience can be.  The second, and 
perhaps more important reason, however, is that CYOA needs more content in order to 
realize the full potential of its musical form.  One of the premises of the work is that users 
will begin the experience with limited power to explore disparate areas of content, and 
through advancement they will be able and encouraged to traverse from area to area.  
Concurrent with this increased mobility for the player is increased mobility of musical 
content.  As the work advances, sounds and behaviors from the various levels are allowed 
to leak into one another, revealing that the separate musical areas are not as distinct as 
they seem at first.  Without the second and third levels of content in place, it is 
impossible to realize this larger formal idea. 
 Looking forward, the long-term goal for this project is to develop it into a 
complete application, ready for distribution through the Apple App Store.  To get there 
from this prototype, there are a few steps which must occur: the level content must be 
completed and filled out with additional materials, a graphical user interface must be 
constructed that assists new users with learning the necessary interaction types, and the 
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application must undergo a period of testing on numerous devices to expose bugs and 
determine the minimum hardware requirements.  These developments will take time and 
contributions from additional collaborators as well, particularly for the development of 
the graphical user interface.  An achievable goal might be to prepare the application not 
for the current generation of iPhones and iPads, but for the next releases in these product 
lines. 
 The experience of designing and creating this prototype was lengthy and 
challenging.  It began over two years ago when I decided in earnest to learn the C 
programming language.  The current state of the project is the result of many months of 
experimentation, and the cutting room floor is thick with the failed and discarded fruits of 
these experiments.  This tedious process has not been in vain from my perspective, as I 
believe it has led me to a deep understanding of computer music at its most basic levels.  
It is my hope that my efforts might make the path a little easier to future explorers of this 
musical space.  Interactive art is a relatively new phenomenon and it is difficult for me to 
see very far into its future; however, I have great confidence that its future is promising.  
There is no question that digital sound synthesis and recording has dramatically 
altered the way in which we store and distribute music.  Devices such as iPhones and 
iPads give us the power to keep vast music libraries on our persons at all times.  But 
digital sound has the potential to do much more than that: it has the power to redefine the 
nature of music consumption in our society away from passive listening experiences 
towards more interactive musical adventures.  This gives the composer new tools for 
artistic expression and communication, and creates the opportunity for musicians and 
audiences to explore new and uncharted musical frontiers. 
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APPENDIX A  
ATTACHED MEDIA 
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VIDEO EXAMPLES: 
 
1 1.m4v, Level 0: Demonstration of accelerometer / gyroscope 
2 2.m4v, Level 0: Demonstration of swiping 
3 3.m4v, Level 0: Demonstration of knobbing (pinch/rotation) 
4 4.m4v, Level 0: Demonstration of tapping 
5 5.m4v, Level 4 
6 6.m4v, Level 1 
 
AUDIO EXAMPLES: 
 1 cyoaDemoA.mp3,	  Example	  performance	  2 cyoaDemoB.mp3,	  A	  second	  example	  performance	  
 
CODE ARCHIVES: 
 
 cyoa.zip, Archive of complete source code and included files 
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APPENDIX B  
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS 
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ID Level Description Csound instr # Details Interactions 
0 all Clock 1 Maintains the master clock. None. 
1 0 Noise Bed 10, 11, 12 
Large grains of chaotic 
noise formed by two 
mutually phase-modulating 
oscillators. 
Accelerometer influences distance (space) 
of grains. 
2 0 Bells 20, 21, 22 
Bells with LFO.  Pitches 
are randomly chosen from 
the 2nd through 8th 
harmonic of 100hz. 
Presence of a single finger turns the 
instrument on/off.  Presence of two fingers 
raises the pitch of the bells by an octave and 
reduces the frequency of their occurance. 
3 0 Pad 30, 31 
Phase-distortion synthesis.  
Produces three tones at a 
time, whose pitches are 
taken from the 3rd through 
9th harmonics of 50hz 
Presence of two fingers turn the instrument 
on/off, rotating the two fingers (as if turning 
a knob) will raise or lower the frequency of 
the oscillators.  This control has no limits 
(the knob can spin indefinitely in either 
direction), but it is leaky so when released 
these detuned oscillators will gradually 
return to their tuned state. 
4 0 Drum 40, 41 
Sample of kick drum 
played through a resonant 
filter.  Always scheduled as 
a rhythmic cluster of two or 
three events. 
Single tap on screen issues the event.  There 
is a brief refractory period afterwards so 
that the user cannot execute these too 
densly. 
5 1 DrumKit 
100, 
101, 
102 
Single percussive events 
issued according to the 
contents of six tables in 
csound's memory. 
Tables are tied to the state of timeTrees that 
are mutated via a swiping gesture. 
6 1 
Rhythmic, 
Atmospheric 
Pulsing 
120, 
121 
Sample playback with 
sequenced panning. 
Tied to the number of swipe gestures.  
Every four swipes the level increments a 
counter.  When this counter changes, the 
paramaters of this sound are changed 
(transposition, pulse frequency, panning).  
This instrument is only active every second 
and third advancement of the counter. 
41 
7 1 Clarinets 130, 131 
Oscillator with single-side-
band modulation and 
feedback.  Pitches are 
chosen randomly from a 
table of pitches that suggest 
a minor scale whose root is 
120hz. 
Also tied to the number of swipe gestures 
and the internal counter referenced in the 
previous instrument.  This instrument 
sounds only when the atmospheric pulsing 
does not (1 out of 3 advancements of the 
counter, except at the very opening of the 
level, where neither sound is active). 
8 2,3 White Noise 2 
A slowly elvolving bed of 
noise, like gentle ocean 
waves.  This sound is used 
as a placeholder for levels 2 
and 3 in this prototype. 
None. 
9 4 Pads 400, 401 
A hard-synced, square-
wave oscillator.  Pitches are 
chosen from a table by a 
weighted, random index 
(this same table is shared 
by all of the level 4 pitched 
instruments, including the 
pulsing synth and voice). 
A pair of fingers, rotated (as if turning a 
knob), modulates the frequency of the 
slaved oscillator. 
10 4 Pulsing Synth 
410, 
411 
A hard-synced phasor is 
further phase distorted and 
used as index to a harmonic 
waveform.  This instrument 
generates a rhythmic stream 
of short events. 
Various on-screen buttons control multiple 
parameters: duration of individual events, 
the weighing of probabilities in the 
selection of pitch, the octave, the frequency 
of the slaved phasor, and the amount of 
phase distortion.  This instrument can also 
enter a "history" mode where it stutters over 
the last handful of events (the exact number 
is chosen randomly between 3-5 events). 
11 4 Drums 
420, 
421, 
422 
Kick and hi-hat sounds. none. 
12 4 Voice 430, 431 
Granular manipulations of a 
recording of my voice. none. 
13 all Mixer 
9000, 
9100, 
9400 
Mixing and effects for each 
level. none. 
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APPENDIX C  
CYOA SOURCE CODE  
43 
This Appendix contains an abridged collection of source code from CYOA.  The 
complete project is included in the attached media (see Appendix A). 
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//  qAppDelegate.mm 
//  cyoa 
 
// The bulk of this code is autogenerated by Xcode. 
 
#import "qAppDelegate.h" 
 
#import "qViewController.h" 
 
@implementation qAppDelegate 
 
- (void)dealloc 
{ 
    [_window release]; 
    [_viewController release]; 
    [super dealloc]; 
} 
 
- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:(NSDictionary *)launchOptions 
{ 
    self.window = [[[UIWindow alloc] initWithFrame:[[UIScreen mainScreen] bounds]] autorelease]; 
    // Override point for customization after application launch. 
     
    if ([[UIDevice currentDevice] userInterfaceIdiom] == UIUserInterfaceIdiomPhone) { 
        self.viewController = [[[qViewController alloc] initWithNibName:@"qViewController_iPhone" bundle:nil] 
autorelease]; 
    } else { 
        self.viewController = [[[qViewController alloc] initWithNibName:@"qViewController_iPad" bundle:nil] 
autorelease]; 
    } 
    self.window.rootViewController = self.viewController; 
    [self.window makeKeyAndVisible]; 
     
    // open a message on launch to welcome new users 
    UIAlertView *alert = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"CYOA" message:@"CYOA is a piece of music that you 
can (and must) interact with.  There are several musical areas to explore and the challenge is to find them all.  
This is a prototype of the audio and contorl systems of the app, so the screen will remain a solid color.  
Explore and Enjoy." delegate:nil cancelButtonTitle:@"OK" otherButtonTitles:nil, nil]; 
    [alert show]; 
    [alert release]; 
     
    au = [[audioDevice alloc] init]; // create an audioDevice 
    [au setupAudioSession]; // and start processing audio 
    lm.init(self.viewController, au); // initialize and start the level manager 
     
    [UIApplication sharedApplication].idleTimerDisabled = NO; 
    [UIApplication sharedApplication].idleTimerDisabled = YES; 
     
    return YES; 
} 
 
- (void)applicationWillResignActive:(UIApplication *)application 
{ 
    [UIApplication sharedApplication].idleTimerDisabled = NO; 
     
    // Sent when the application is about to move from active to inactive state. This can occur for certain types 
of temporary interruptions (such as an incoming phone call or SMS message) or when the user quits the application 
and it begins the transition to the background state. 
    // Use this method to pause ongoing tasks, disable timers, and throttle down OpenGL ES frame rates. Games 
should use this method to pause the game. 
} 
 
- (void)applicationDidEnterBackground:(UIApplication *)application 
{ 
    // Use this method to release shared resources, save user data, invalidate timers, and store enough 
application state information to restore your application to its current state in case it is terminated later.  
    // If your application supports background execution, this method is called instead of 
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applicationWillTerminate: when the user quits. 
} 
 
- (void)applicationWillEnterForeground:(UIApplication *)application 
{ 
    // Called as part of the transition from the background to the inactive state; here you can undo many of the 
changes made on entering the background. 
} 
 
- (void)applicationDidBecomeActive:(UIApplication *)application 
{ 
    // Restart any tasks that were paused (or not yet started) while the application was inactive. If the 
application was previously in the background, optionally refresh the user interface. 
} 
 
- (void)applicationWillTerminate:(UIApplication *)application 
{ 
    // Called when the application is about to terminate. Save data if appropriate. See also 
applicationDidEnterBackground:. 
} 
 
@end 
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// timeTree.cpp 
// cyoa 
 
#include "timeTree.hpp" 
 
// This class defines a node in a tree of nodes.  A node in this system has two properties: 
// (1) a float value (and/or a vector of values) 
// (2) a vector of subnodes 
// 
// Consider this example: 
//           /D 
//      /B--< 
// A---<     \E 
//      \C 
// 
// Object A is a node which contains two subnodes: C, which has no subnodes of its own, and B, 
// which contains a pair of subnodes: D and E. 
// 
// size() - returns the number of subnodes.  A would have 2, and C: 0. 
// makeBranches( vector<MYFLT> ) - sets the number of subnodes to the size of the vector 
//                          and sets their corresponding values equal to the contents of 
//                          that vector. 
// flatten() - outputs a vector of the values of terminal nodes.  In our example above, this 
//              would look like:  [vD, vE, vC] 
// asTimePoints() - outputs a vector which represents the proportion of each terminal node. 
//          this is designed for using these trees to represent rhythm.  In the example above: 
// 
//      A is the total duraton of one cycle of a repeating event. 
//      it has two subnodes, each which have a duration of 0.5, 
//      one of which is divided into two again, each subnode of which would occupy  
//      0.25 of the total time.  asTimePoints would return, in this case: [0.25,0.25,0.5] 
 
 
 
timeTree::timeTree() { 
 value = 0.0; 
    valueSet = new vector<float>(); 
} 
 
timeTree::~timeTree() { 
 for(int i=0; i<branches.size(); i++) { 
  free(branches.at(i)); 
 } 
    delete valueSet; 
} 
 
int timeTree::size() { 
 return branches.size(); 
} 
 
timeTree* timeTree::at(int idx) { 
 return branches.at(idx); 
} 
 
void timeTree::makeBranches(int n) { 
 while( branches.size() < n ) { 
  branches.push_back( new timeTree() ); 
 } 
  
 while( branches.size() > n) { 
  branches.pop_back(); 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::makeBranches(vector<MYFLT>* data) { 
 this->makeBranches( data->size() ); 
 for(int i=0; i<data->size(); i++) { 
  branches.at(i)->value = data->at(i); 
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 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::insertTreeAt(int idx) { 
    branches.insert(branches.begin() + idx, new timeTree()); 
} 
 
void timeTree::removeTreeAt(int idx) { 
    branches.erase(branches.begin()+idx); 
} 
 
void timeTree::flatten(vector<MYFLT>* target) { 
 this->flatten( this, target ); 
} 
 
void timeTree::flattenSet(vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* target) { 
 this->flattenSet( this, target ); 
} 
 
void timeTree::flatten(timeTree* input, vector<MYFLT>* output) { 
 if(input->size()==0) { 
  output->push_back(input->value); 
 } else { 
  for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
   this->flatten(input->at(i),output); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::flattenSet(timeTree* input, vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* output) { 
 if(input->size()==0) { 
        output->push_back(new vector<MYFLT>()); 
        for(int i=0; i<input->valueSet->size(); i++) { 
            output->back()->push_back(input->valueSet->at(i)); 
        } 
 } else { 
  for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
   this->flattenSet(input->at(i),output); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::flattenSequence(vector<MYFLT>* target) { 
    vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* setData = new vector< vector<MYFLT>* >(); 
    this->flattenSet(setData); 
    for(int i=0; i<setData->size(); i++) { 
        for(int j=0; j<setData->at(i)->size(); j++) { 
            target->push_back(setData->at(i)->at(j)); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void timeTree::fill(vector<MYFLT>* data) { 
    int idx=0; 
    this->fill(this, data, &idx); 
} 
 
void timeTree::fillSet(vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* data) { 
    int idx=0; 
    this->valueSet->clear(); 
    this->fillSet(this, data, &idx); 
} 
 
void timeTree::fill(timeTree* input, vector<MYFLT>* data, int* idx) { 
    if(input->size()==0) { 
        input->value = data->at(*idx); 
        *idx += 1; 
    } else { 
        for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
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            this->fill(input->at(i), data, idx); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void timeTree::fillSet(timeTree* input, vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* data, int* idx) { 
    if(input->size()==0) { 
        input->valueSet->clear(); 
        for(int i=0; i<data->at(*idx)->size(); i++) { 
            input->valueSet->push_back( data->at(*idx)->at(i) ); 
        } 
        *idx += 1; 
    } else { 
        for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
            this->fillSet(input->at(i), data, idx); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void timeTree::asDurations(vector<MYFLT>* target) { 
 this->asDurations(this, target, 1); 
} 
 
void timeTree::asDurations(timeTree* input, vector<MYFLT>* output, int depth) { 
 if(input->size()==0) { 
  output->push_back(1.0/depth); 
 } else { 
  for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
   this->asDurations(input->at(i),output,depth*input->size()); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::asTimePoints(vector<MYFLT>* target) { 
    vector<MYFLT>* durs = new vector<MYFLT>(); 
    this->asDurations(durs); 
    MYFLT sum = 0.0; 
    target->push_back(sum); 
    for(int i=0; i<durs->size(); i++) { 
        sum += durs->at(i); 
        target->push_back(sum); 
    } 
} 
 
void timeTree::print() { 
 this->print( this, 0 ); 
} 
 
void timeTree::print(timeTree* input, int depth) { 
 for(int i=0; i<depth; i++) printf("         "); // 7 spaces 
 if(input->size()>0) { 
  printf("(    )*---\n"); 
  for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) this->print(input->at(i), depth+1); 
 } else { 
  printf("(%.3f)",input->value); // the value 
  printf("\n"); 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::mimicStructureTo(timeTree* output) { 
 this->mimicStructure( this, output); 
} 
 
void timeTree::mimicStructure(timeTree* input, timeTree* output) { 
 if(input->size()==0) { 
  output->makeBranches(0); 
 } else { 
  output->makeBranches(input->size()); 
  for(int i=0; i<input->size(); i++) { 
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   this->mimicStructure( input->at(i), output->at(i) ); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void timeTree::copyTo(timeTree* output) { 
    vector<MYFLT>* data = new vector<MYFLT>(); 
    vector< vector<MYFLT>* >* setData = new vector< vector<MYFLT>* >(); 
    this->flatten(data); 
    this->flattenSet(setData); 
    this->mimicStructureTo(output); 
    output->fill(data); 
    output->fillSet(setData); 
    delete data; 
    delete setData; 
} 
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//  audioDevice.mm 
//  cyoa 
 
#import "audioDevice.h" 
 
#define BLOCKSIZE 1024.0 
 
// This is the main audio callback function. 
// Apple provides more simple methods for generating sound for most applications, 
// but I require a method that lets me interact with the input and output samples 
// from the device directly. 
// The way this is done in iOS [5/6].x is to build an audio unit.  For each frame of 
// audio data, the following function is called.  It does two things: 
//  1) it executes a list of performers (note-schedulers) 
//  2) it calls csound to synthesize enough blocks of audio to fill the soundcard's buffer 
OSStatus audioCallback( 
                        
                       void *inRefCon, 
                       AudioUnitRenderActionFlags *ioActionFlags, 
                       const AudioTimeStamp *inTimeStamp, 
                       UInt32 dump,  
                       UInt32 inNumberFrames, 
                       AudioBufferList *ioData) { 
    audioDevice* device = (audioDevice*) inRefCon; // <-- inRefCon is important because we  
        // can use it to pass information from our program into this callback. 
        // a pointer to our audioDevice object is passed so that this callback can have 
        // access to csound and other audio data 
     
    CSOUND* cs = [device cs]; // get a pointer to our copy of csound 
    MYFLT coef = (MYFLT) INT_MAX / csoundGet0dBFS(cs); // coef used to convert amplitude to 
                                                        // (-1.0,1.0) and back 
    int ksmps = csoundGetKsmps(cs);         // csound's internal block size 
    int samprate = csoundGetSr(cs);         // and sample rate 
    int numchans = csoundGetNchnls(cs);     // and the number of channels 
    int slices = inNumberFrames / ksmps;    // slices divides csounds ksmps into the iphone's 
                                        // hopefully(!) much larger framesize to determine 
                                        // how many times I'll need to call csound to fill 
                                        // the iphone's buffer 
    MYFLT *spin = csoundGetSpin(cs);                // pointers to csound's input  
    MYFLT *spout = csoundGetSpout(cs);              // and output channels. 
    vector<BasicPerformer*> *performers = [device performers];   // a pointer to the list 
        // of performers maintained by the AudioDevice 
    MYFLT clock; // the value of the clock + 1 block (since we will need to schedule 
                    // all of the events that occur between now and the next block) 
     
    // Call further up the audio chain to collect incoming audio data. 
    AudioUnitRender([device mAU], ioActionFlags, inTimeStamp, 1, inNumberFrames, ioData); 
     
    // Now we have filled ioData with the input from the microphone, 
    AudioUnitSampleType *inbuf = (AudioUnitSampleType*) ioData->mBuffers[0].mData; 
     
    // the next step is to fill the output buffers.  Here we grab pointers to that data. 
    AudioUnitSampleType *outbufL = (AudioUnitSampleType*) ioData->mBuffers[0].mData; 
    AudioUnitSampleType *outbufR = (AudioUnitSampleType*) ioData->mBuffers[1].mData; 
     
    // Now it's time to call csound. 
    // make sure that csound is turned on 
    if([device isCompiled]&&[device isPlaying]) { 
         
        // update the clock.  [device getClock] would be enough to get the current value 
        // of the clock, but we need to add the length of one of the soundcards buffers 
        // so that in comparisons (is it time for this yet?) the answer will be yes if 
        // the event should be processed in the next block of samples 
        clock = [device getClock]+([device getTempo] * (float) inNumberFrames / (float) samprate); 
         
        // call performers at the system's block rate.  These are the performers loaded 
        // by the levels to generate musical events. 
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        // --> for each performer 
        for(int p=0; p<performers->size(); p++) { 
            // --> if they are active and it's the right moment 
            if((performers->at(p)->isActive)&&(clock>=performers->at(p)->next)) { 
                // tell them to do their thing 
                performers->at(p)->call(cs); 
            } 
        } 
         
        // Now that we've scheduled any events we will need for this block it's time to 
        // call csound. 
        // csound operates at its own (smaller) block size.  Iterate the number of slices, 
        // defined above as inNumberFrames / csoundControlRate 
        for(int i=0; i<slices; i++) { 
             
            // for each slice, copy audio input into csound 
            // --> for each input sample of the slice 
            for(int j=0; j<ksmps; j++) { 
                // -- > and for each channel (should be 1: mono, there is only 1 mic) 
                for(int k=0; k<numchans; k++) { 
                    // --> copy the data.  Notice the use of coef to scale the amplitude 
                    // this is because csound uses a different number format for 
                    // representing audio than the sound card.  Csound uses 32-bit floats 
                    // with an audio range of -1.00 to 1.00.  The sound card is expecting 
                    // 24 bit signed integers.  Multiplying the current value of any 
                    // input sample by the reciprocal of the coef will convert the value 
                    // to the representation csound favors. 
                    spin[j*numchans +k] = (1./coef)*inbuf[j+i*ksmps]; 
                } 
            } 
             
             
            // now, for each slice, call csound to generate its output 
            int ret = csoundPerformKsmps(cs); // <-- do it. 
            if(ret) { // <-- any problems? 
                [device setIsPlaying:0]; // if so, turn csound off.  Oops.  >:( 
            } 
             
            // lastly, for each slice copy csound's output to the system output 
            // --> for each output sample of the slice 
            for(int j=0; j<ksmps; j++) { 
                // --> and for each sample (should be 2: stereo) 
                for(int k=0; k<numchans; k++) { 
                    // --> copy the data.  coef used again to scale the amplitude, 
                    // now reversing the conversion from above. 
                    outbufL[j + i*ksmps] = (AudioUnitSampleType) lrintf(spout[j*numchans + 0]*coef); 
                    outbufR[j + i*ksmps] = (AudioUnitSampleType) lrintf(spout[j*numchans + 1]*coef); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } else { 
        // if csound wasn't ready, just fill the output with silence. 
        // Otherwise the sound card will repeat ad infinitum whatever garbage was left 
        // in the buffer from previous blocks.  This can be very noisy and ugly. 
        memset(outbufL, 0, sizeof(AudioUnitSampleType) * inNumberFrames); 
        memset(outbufR, 0, sizeof(AudioUnitSampleType) * inNumberFrames); 
    } 
     
    // I didn't actually check for errors.  Let's presume that everything went well.  :P 
    return noErr; 
} 
 
// This code has to do with handling audio system 
// changes, like inserting or removing headphones, etc.  We _could_ decide to do something 
// drastic, like restart the app when the user adds headphones.  I don't want to do anything, 
// so I left the default code, which basically says to temporarily stop the audio until the sound 
// system can reset itself, then pickup where we left off.  In practice, this interruption 
// is not much more than a second in length. 
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void Interruption(void *inClientData, UInt32 reason) { 
    audioDevice* device = (audioDevice*) inClientData; 
    if(reason == kAudioSessionEndInterruption) { 
        AudioSessionSetActive(true); 
        AudioOutputUnitStart([device mAU]); 
    } 
    if(reason == kAudioSessionBeginInterruption) { 
        AudioOutputUnitStop([device mAU]); 
    } 
} 
 
// The following lines of code define our audioDevice object.  That object must: 
// 1. create a copy of csound 
// 2. assemble the audio unit and attaching it to the soundsystem 
// 3. maintain the data necessary for the running audio to perform its tasks 
// 4. provide a few helper functions for interacting with csound. 
 
@implementation audioDevice 
 
@synthesize cs, isCompiled, isPlaying, performers, mAU; 
// cs is the current copy of Csound 
// isCompiled and isPlaying refer to csound's state (they are true(1) or false(0)). 
// 'performers' is a list of objects of the BasicPerformer type. 
 
-(id) init { 
    self = [super init]; 
    if(self) { 
        cs = csoundCreate(NULL); // make a new csound 
        csoundPreCompile(cs);   // wake it up 
        csoundSetHostImplementedAudioIO(cs, 1, 0); // let it know that audio i/o will 
                                    // be managed externally (instead of using csound's own 
                                    // audio i/o system) 
        isCompiled = 0; // these are false to start 
        isPlaying = 0; 
         
        // load synth.csd 
        const char* t = "csound"; 
        char *argv[2] = {(char*) t,(char*) [[[NSBundle mainBundle] pathForResource:@"synth" ofType:@"csd"] 
cStringUsingEncoding:NSASCIIStringEncoding] }; 
         
        // and build it. 
        int ret = csoundCompile(cs, 2, argv); 
        if(!ret) isCompiled = 1; // if there were no problems loading the csound data, 
        // it is now true that it is compiled. 
         
        // create a placeholder for basic performers (which can be added or removed by 
        // individual levels) 
        performers = new vector<BasicPerformer*>; 
    } 
    return self; 
} 
 
// this code creates an audio unit and loads it onto the iPhone's playback chain. 
// by and large, the code here is a modified copy of the example provided by apple. 
// 
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#samplecode/aurioTouch/Introduction/Intro.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/DTS400
07770 
 
-(void) setupAudioSession { 
    OSStatus result; 
    // New Audio Session, Play and Record, Route to Speaker (instead of earpiece) 
    AudioSessionInitialize(NULL, NULL, Interruption, self); 
    AudioSessionSetActive(true); 
    UInt32 audioCategory = kAudioSessionCategory_PlayAndRecord; 
    AudioSessionSetProperty(kAudioSessionProperty_AudioCategory, sizeof(audioCategory), &audioCategory); 
    UInt32 doChangeDefaultRoute = 1; 
    AudioSessionSetProperty(kAudioSessionProperty_OverrideCategoryDefaultToSpeaker, sizeof(doChangeDefaultRoute), 
&doChangeDefaultRoute); 
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    Float32 preferredSampleRate = csoundGetSr(cs); 
    Float32 preferredBufferSize = BLOCKSIZE/preferredSampleRate; 
    AudioSessionSetProperty(kAudioSessionProperty_PreferredHardwareSampleRate, sizeof(preferredSampleRate), 
&preferredSampleRate); 
    AudioSessionSetProperty(kAudioSessionProperty_PreferredHardwareIOBufferDuration, sizeof(preferredBufferSize), 
&preferredBufferSize); 
     
    // Create a new IO module 
    AudioComponentDescription compdesc = {kAudioUnitType_Output, kAudioUnitSubType_RemoteIO, 
kAudioUnitManufacturer_Apple, 0, 0}; 
    AudioComponent HALOutput = AudioComponentFindNext(NULL, &compdesc); 
    result = AudioComponentInstanceNew(HALOutput, &mAU); 
    UInt32 enableIO = 1; 
    AudioUnitSetProperty(mAU, kAudioOutputUnitProperty_EnableIO, kAudioUnitScope_Output, 0, &enableIO, 
sizeof(enableIO)); 
    AudioUnitSetProperty(mAU, kAudioOutputUnitProperty_EnableIO, kAudioUnitScope_Input, 1, &enableIO, 
sizeof(enableIO)); 
     
    // Setup the stream format 
    AudioStreamBasicDescription format; 
    UInt32 outsize = sizeof(format); 
    for(int i=1; i>=0; i--) { 
        UInt32 maximumFramesPerSlice = 4096;  
        result = AudioUnitSetProperty(mAU, kAudioUnitProperty_MaximumFramesPerSlice, kAudioUnitScope_Global, i, 
&maximumFramesPerSlice, sizeof(maximumFramesPerSlice)); 
        AudioUnitGetProperty(mAU, kAudioUnitProperty_StreamFormat, (i?kAudioUnitScope_Output: 
kAudioUnitScope_Input), i, &format, &outsize); 
        format.mSampleRate = csoundGetSr(cs); 
        format.mFormatID = kAudioFormatLinearPCM; 
        format.mFormatFlags = kAudioFormatFlagsCanonical | kLinearPCMFormatFlagIsNonInterleaved; 
        format.mBytesPerPacket = sizeof(AudioUnitSampleType); 
        format.mFramesPerPacket = 1; 
        format.mBytesPerFrame = sizeof(AudioUnitSampleType); 
        format.mChannelsPerFrame = 2; 
        format.mBitsPerChannel = sizeof(AudioUnitSampleType)*8; 
        result = AudioUnitSetProperty(mAU, kAudioUnitProperty_StreamFormat, 
(i?kAudioUnitScope_Output:kAudioUnitScope_Input), i, &format, sizeof(AudioStreamBasicDescription)); 
    } 
     
    // register the callback 
    AURenderCallbackStruct cb; 
    cb.inputProc = audioCallback; 
    cb.inputProcRefCon = self; 
    AudioUnitSetProperty(mAU, kAudioUnitProperty_SetRenderCallback, kAudioUnitScope_Input, 0, &cb, sizeof(cb)); 
     
    // and make it happen 
    AudioUnitInitialize(mAU); 
    result = AudioOutputUnitStart(mAU); 
    isPlaying = 1; 
} 
 
-(void) dealloc { 
    AudioOutputUnitStop(mAU); 
    AudioUnitUninitialize(mAU); 
    AudioComponentInstanceDispose(mAU); 
    [super dealloc]; 
} 
 
// The following functions are conveniences for interacting with csound. 
 
// this fills a csound f-table with the contents of a vector, checking for size. 
-(void) loadTable: (float) num withVector: (vector<MYFLT>*) vect { 
    int size = vect->size()>csoundTableLength(cs, num) ? csoundTableLength(cs, num):vect->size(); 
    for(int i=0; i<size; i++) { 
        csoundTableSet(cs, num, i, vect->at(i)); 
    } 
} 
 
// starts csound's clock (gaClock) 
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-(void) startClock { 
    csoundInputMessage(cs, "i1.1 0 -1"); 
} 
 
-(void) stopClock { 
    csoundInputMessage(cs, "i1.1 0 0.1"); 
} 
 
 
// gets the current value of the clock 
-(MYFLT) getClock { 
    MYFLT *clock; 
    csoundGetChannelPtr(cs, &clock, "Clock", CSOUND_OUTPUT_CHANNEL | CSOUND_AUDIO_CHANNEL); 
    return clock[csoundGetKsmps(cs)-1]; 
} 
 
// gets the value of gkTempo in csound (in hz) 
-(MYFLT) getTempo { 
    MYFLT *tempo; 
    csoundGetChannelPtr(cs, &tempo, "Tempo", CSOUND_INPUT_CHANNEL | CSOUND_OUTPUT_CHANNEL | 
CSOUND_CONTROL_CHANNEL); 
    return tempo[0]; 
} 
 
-(void) setTempo: (float) t { 
    MYFLT *tempo; 
    csoundGetChannelPtr(cs, &tempo, "Tempo", CSOUND_INPUT_CHANNEL | CSOUND_OUTPUT_CHANNEL | 
CSOUND_CONTROL_CHANNEL); 
    tempo[0] = t; 
} 
 
-(void) assign: (char*) name withFloat: (float) value { 
    MYFLT *target; 
    csoundGetChannelPtr(cs, &target, name, CSOUND_INPUT_CHANNEL | CSOUND_OUTPUT_CHANNEL | 
CSOUND_CONTROL_CHANNEL); 
    target[0] = value; 
} 
 
-(MYFLT) getValueOf: (char*) name { 
    MYFLT *target; 
    csoundGetChannelPtr(cs, &target, name, CSOUND_INPUT_CHANNEL | CSOUND_OUTPUT_CHANNEL | 
CSOUND_CONTROL_CHANNEL); 
    return target[0]; 
} 
 
@end 
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; synth.csd 
; cyoa 
 
<CsoundSynthesizer> 
 
<CsOptions> 
-odac -+rtaudio=null -dm0 
</CsOptions> 
 
<CsInstruments> 
sr = 44100 
ksmps = 128 
nchnls = 2 
0dbfs = 1.0 
zakinit 16,16 
 
seed 0 
 
#define SEQLENGTH # 128 # 
#define SEQSIZE # 16 # 
 
#include "mixing.udo" 
#include "trigger.udo" 
 
gaClock init 0 
gkClock init 0 
gaClock chnexport "Clock", 2 
gkTempo init 1 
gkTempo chnexport "Tempo", 3 
 
giSine ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1 
giWave ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0.1,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.1,0.05,0.001 
 
giGlitchKit1_Audio ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"glitchkit1.wav",0,0,1 
giGlitchKit1_Start ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"glitchkit1-pnts.raw",0,6,1 
giGlitchKit1_Durs ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"glitchkit1-durs.raw",0,6,1 
giGlitchKitSize = nsamp(giGlitchKit1_Durs) 
giGlitchKitSize chnexport "glitchKitSize",2 
 
giGong ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"gong.wav",0,0,1 
giAtmosphere ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"atmosphere.wav",0,0,1 
giOoh ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"ooh.wav",0,0,1 
giKick ftgen 0,0,0,-1,"kick.wav",0,0,1 
 
instr 1 ; Master Clock 
    ;p4 = init tempo if non-zero 
    if p4!=0 then 
        gkTempo init p4 
    endif 
    tigoto _skip 
        gaClock phaseClock gkTempo 
        gkClock vaget ksmps-1,gaClock ; access the last clock value 
    _skip: 
endin 
 
instr 2 ; Void 
    arnd rand 1.0 
    asnd butterlp arnd,1000 
    asnd2 butterhp arnd,7000 
    alfo randi 0.2,0.07 
    alfo = alfo+0.25 
    asnd = asnd + asnd2*alfo 
    aenv linsegr 0,4,1,5,0 
    asnd = asnd*aenv*ampdbfs(-36) 
    al,ar hilbert asnd 
    outs al,ar 
endin 
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/******************************************************* 
 ********************* LEVEL 0 ************************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
 
; i10 - pulsing chaotic circuit 
; i20 - bells 
; i30 - swells 
; i40 - drum 
 
gk10velocityControl init 0 
gk10velocityControl chnexport "i10velocityControl",3 
instr 10,1010 
tigoto _skipall 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        kfreq random 0,1 
        kfreq = (kfreq^ 4)*6000 + 30 
        kmult random 0,1 
        kmult = (kmult^ 2) * 1.6 + 0.1 
        kamp random -20,-12 
        kamp = ampdbfs(kamp) 
        kdur random 0,1 
        kdur = int((kdur^ 16)*16 + 1)/12 
        khpf random 100,8000 
        kpan random -1,1 
        kdistance random 0,1 
        kdistance = (1.5-gk10velocityControl)^ 2 + kdistance 
        kinsnum = 11 
        if(p1>1000) then 
            kinsnum=12 
        endif 
        event "i",kinsnum,0,kdur,kfreq,kmult,kamp,khpf,kpan,kdistance 
        knext = knext + kdur 
         
        kfreq random 0,1 
        kfreq = (kfreq^ 4)*6000 + 30 
        kmult random 0,1 
        kmult = (kmult^ 2) * 1.6 + 0.1 
        kamp random -32,-18 
        kamp = ampdbfs(kamp) 
        klpf random 70,400 
        kpan random -1,1 
        kfade linseg 1,10,0 
        kfade = (kfade^ 2)*6 
        kdistance random 0,1 
        kdistance = (1.5-gk10velocityControl)^ 2 + kdistance 
        event "i",11,4/gkTempo,kdur,kfreq,kmult,kamp,-klpf,kpan,kdistance+kfade 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi11waveform ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0.1,0.001 
instr 11 
    ;p4 = freq1 
    ;p5 = freq mult (2) 
    ;p6 = amp 
    ;p7 = >0:hpf <0:lpf 
    ;p8 = pan 
    ;p9 = distance 
     
    iidx random 0.2,4 
    asnd,anull crosspm 1,p5,iidx,iidx,p4,gi11waveform,gi11waveform 
    if p7>0 then 
        aflt butterhp asnd,p7 
    else 
        aflt butterlp asnd,-p7 
    endif 
    asnd balance aflt,asnd 
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    asnd = asnd*p6 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p8,p9 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,0 
endin 
 
instr 12 
    ; for recalling lvl0 material from level1 
    ;p4 = freq1 
    ;p5 = freq mult (2) 
    ;p6 = amp 
    ;p7 = >0:hpf <0:lpf 
    ;p8 = pan 
    ;p9 = distance 
     
    iidx random 0.2,4 
    asnd,anull crosspm 1,p5,iidx,iidx,p4,gi11waveform,gi11waveform 
    if p7>0 then 
        aflt butterhp asnd,p7 
    else 
        aflt butterlp asnd,-p7 
    endif 
    asnd balance aflt,asnd 
    asnd = asnd*p6 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p8,p9*2 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,6 ; LEVEL 1 send 
endin 
 
gk20shouldSound init 0 
gk20shouldSound chnexport "i20shouldSound",3 
gk20rhythmBias init 0 
gk20rhythmBias chnexport "i20rhythmBias",3 
instr 20,1020 
tigoto _skipall 
    gk20shouldSound init 0 ; reinit to 0 when starting level 0 
    if p1>1000 then 
        gk20shouldSound = 1 ; but otherwise enable 
    endif 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock>=knext then 
        if gk20shouldSound==1 then 
            kdur random 0,1 
            kdur = int((kdur^ 6)*18 + 1 + gk20rhythmBias) 
            kdur = kdur/12 
            kfreq random 0,9 
            kfreq = int(kfreq)*(11-int(kfreq)) 
            kfreq = kfreq*100 
            klength random 0,1 
            klength = (klength^ 4)*6.0 + 0.8 + (gk20rhythmBias*0.2) 
            kpan random -1,1 
            kdistance = 1+gk20rhythmBias*0.3 
            koct random 0,1 
            koct = (koct<0.2?2:1) + gk20rhythmBias 
            kins = 21 
            if(p1>1000) then 
                kins = 22 
            endif 
            event "i",kins,0,klength,kfreq*koct,kpan,kdistance 
            knext = knext+kdur 
        else 
            knext = knext + 0.25 
        endif 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi21waveform ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0,0,0,0.01,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0001 
instr 21 
    ;p4 = freq 
    ;p5 = pan 
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    ;p6 = distance 
     
    iattack random 0,1 
    iattack = (iattack^ 2)*0.02 + 0.001 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,iattack,1.001,p3-iattack,0.001,0.1,0.001 
    aenv = aenv-0.001 
    alfo line 0,0.2,0.003 
    ilfof random 2,8 
    alfo oscil alfo,ilfof,giSine 
    alfo = alfo+1 
    iswitch random 0,1 
    asnd oscil aenv,p4*alfo,gi21waveform 
    idist random -0.9,0.9 
    asnd pdhalf asnd,idist,1,1 
    ;asf line 0,1,sr * p4 * 0.005 
    ;asf tablei asf,giGong 
    asnd = asnd*ampdbfs(-12); + asf*ampdbfs(-12 - 2*gk20rhythmBias)*aenv 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p5,p6 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,0 
endin 
 
instr 22 
    ; level 1 send 
    ;p4 = freq 
    ;p5 = pan 
    ;p6 = distance 
 
    iattack random 0,1 
    iattack = (iattack^ 2)*0.02 + 0.001 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,iattack,1.001,p3-iattack,0.001,0.1,0.001 
    aenv = aenv-0.001 
    alfo line 0,0.2,0.003 
    ilfof random 2,8 
    alfo oscil alfo,ilfof,giSine 
    alfo = alfo+1 
    iswitch random 0,1 
    asnd oscil aenv,p4*alfo,gi21waveform 
    idist random -0.9,0.9 
    asnd pdhalf asnd,idist,1,1 
    ;asf line 0,1,sr * p4 * 0.005 
    ;asf tablei asf,giGong 
    asnd = asnd*ampdbfs(-24) 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p5,p6 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,6 
endin 
 
 
gk30shouldSound init 0 
gk30shouldSound chnexport "i30shouldSound",3 
gk30detuneMod init 1 
gk30detuneMod chnexport "i30detuneMod",3 
instr 30 
tigoto _skipall 
    gk30shouldSound init 0 ; reinit to 0 when starting level 0 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
     
    gk30detuneMod init 1 
    gk30detuneMod = ((gk30detuneMod - 1) * 0.99925)+1 ; leaky, returns to 1.0 
    if knext<=gkClock then 
        if gk30shouldSound==1 then 
            klegato random 4,9 
            klegato = int(klegato)/gkTempo 
            kloop = 0 
            _loop: 
                if kloop==3 kgoto _exit 
                    kfreq random 3,10 
                    kfreq = int(kfreq)*50 
                    kphsd random -0.9,0.9 
                    kdetune random 1.0,1.01 
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                    kpan random -1,1 
                    kdist random 0,1 
                    kdist = (kdist^ 2)*2 + 3 
                    kdelay random 0.0,0.5 
                    event "i",31,kdelay,klegato,kfreq,kphsd,kdetune,kpan,kdist 
                kloop = kloop + 1 
                kgoto _loop 
            _exit: 
 
         
            koffset random 3,9 
            knext = knext + int(koffset) 
        else 
            knext = knext + 0.5 
        endif 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
 
gi31waveform ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0,0.3,0.1,0.01,0.001 
instr 31 
    ; p4 = frequency 
    ; p5 = phaseDistortion 
    ; p6 = detune Mult 
    ; p7 = panning 
    ; p8 = distance 
     
    asnd phasor p4 
    asnd2 phasor p4*p6*gk30detuneMod 
     
    asnd pdhalf asnd,p5 
    asnd2 pdhalf asnd2,p5 
     
    asnd table asnd,gi31waveform,1 
    asnd2 table asnd2,gi31waveform,1 
     
    aenv linsegr 0,p3*0.6,1,2.0,0.3,0.4,0 
    asnd = aenv*(asnd+asnd2)*ampdbfs(-12) 
     
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p7,p8 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,0 
endin 
 
gk40shouldSound init 0 
gk40shouldSound chnexport "i40shouldSound",3 
instr 40 
tigoto _skipall 
    gk40shouldSound init 0 ; reinit to 0 when starting level 0 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        if gk40shouldSound==1 then 
            kfrqa random 60,90 
            kfrqb random 40,160 
            kfrqc random 70,210 
            event "i",41,0,0.25,kfrqa,kfrqa 
            event "i",41,0.25,0.5,kfrqb,kfrqc 
            kthree random 0,1 
            if kthree <= 0.4 then 
                kfrqa random 60,90 
                kfrqb random 20,60 
                event "i",41,0.75,0.5,kfrqa,kfrqb 
            endif 
            gk40shouldSound=0 
            knext = knext + 2 
        else 
            knext = knext + 0.125 
        endif 
    endif 
60 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
instr 41 
    ; p4 = freq start 
    ; p5 = freq end 
     
    irestime = 0.6 
     
    asnd line 0,1,sr 
    asnd table asnd,giKick 
    kfrq line p4,p3,p5 
    amode mode asnd,kfrq,kfrq*irestime 
    amode balance amode,asnd 
    aenv linsegr 1,0.3,0 
    asnd = (amode + asnd)*aenv 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,0,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,12 
endin 
 
 
/******************************************************* 
 ********************* LEVEL 1 ************************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
 
 
; trigger and data tables 
gi100kickTrigger ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100kickTrigger chnexport "i100kickTrigger",2 
gi100kickData ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100kickData chnexport "i100kickData",2 
 
gi100snareTrigger ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100snareTrigger chnexport "i100snareTrigger",2 
gi100snareData ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100snareData chnexport "i100snareData",2 
 
gi100hatTrigger ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100hatTrigger chnexport "i100hatTrigger",2 
gi100hatData ftgen 0,0,$SEQLENGTH,-2,0 
gi100hatData chnexport "i100hatData",2 
 
gk100numBeats init 4 
gk100numBeats chnexport "i100numBeats",3 
 
instr 100 
tigoto _skipall 
    ktr, kidx, kdur trSeqk (gkClock/gk100numBeats)%1.0, 1, 0.0, gi100kickTrigger 
    if ktr>0 then 
        konoff table kidx,gi100kickData 
        if(konoff>0) then 
            kspeed random 0.3,0.5 
            kamp random -12,-6 
            kamp = ampdbfs(kamp) 
            kfdbk random 0,1 
            kfdbk = (kfdbk^ 4)*40 + 30 
            kpan random -0.4,0.4 
            kdist random 0,0.3 
            event "i",101,0,kdur*2,kspeed,kamp,kfdbk,kpan,kdist 
        endif 
    endif 
     
    ktr, kidx, kdur trSeqk (gkClock/gk100numBeats)%1.0, 1, 0.0, gi100snareTrigger 
    if ktr>0 then 
        konoff table kidx,gi100snareData 
        if(konoff>0) then 
            kspeed random 1.2,1.7 
            kamp random -12,-6 
            kamp = ampdbfs(kamp) 
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            kfdbk random 0,1 
            kfdbk = (kfdbk^ 4)*20 + 120 
            kpan random -0.4,0.4 
            kdist random 0.2,0.5 
            event "i",101,0,kdur*0.5,kspeed,kamp,kfdbk,kpan,kdist 
        endif 
    endif 
     
    ktr, kidx, kdur trSeqk (gkClock/gk100numBeats)%1.0, 1, 0.0, gi100hatTrigger 
    if ktr>0 then 
        konoff table kidx,gi100hatData 
        if(konoff>0) then 
            kdur random 0,1 
            kdur = (kdur^ 2)*0.3 + 0.05 
            kfreq random 2900,2915 
            kmodfreq random 1000,1100 
            klowpass = kfreq*3 
            kpan = 0 
            kdistance = 0 
            event "i",102,0,kdur,kfreq,kmodfreq,klowpass,kpan,kdistance 
        endif 
    endif 
     
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi101wave ftgen 0,0,32768,9, 1,1,0.0, 2,0.002,0, 3,-0.0005,0, 16,0.05,0 
instr 101 
    ; glitch kick/snare 
    ; p4 = speed 
    ; p5 = amp 
    ; p6 = feedbackamount 
    ; p7 = pan 
    ; p8 = distance 
 
    afeedback init 0 
    aidx line 0,1,sr*p4 
    asnd table aidx+afeedback,giKick 
    afeedback = asnd*p6 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,0.01,1,p3-0.01,0.001 
    asnd = asnd*aenv*p5 
    asnd distort1 asnd,0.1,10,0,0 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p7,p8 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,3 
endin 
 
instr 102 
    ; tiny glitch cymbol 
    ; p4 = freq 
    ; p5 = modulator freq 
    ; p6 = low pass filter 
    ; p7 = pan 
    ; p8 = distance 
     
    istartphase random 0.2,0.8 
    kimp expseg 30.0,0.03,1.0 
    apwm phasor 0.7,istartphase 
    apulse phasor p4*kimp 
    apulse = (apulse%apwm)*2 - 1 
    amod,anull crosspm 1,0.13675,kimp,1.0,kimp*p5,giSine,giSine 
    amod = (amod%apwm)*2-1 
    anse rand 0.1 
    asnd bqrez apulse*amod+anse, p6, 10, 0 
    asnd diff asnd 
     
    aenv linsegr 0,0.001,1.0,0.008,0.3,0.1,0.1,0.005,0 
    asnd = asnd*aenv*ampdbfs(-16) 
 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p7,p8 
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    ToMixer al,ar,awet,3 
endin 
 
instr 120 
if p3>0 igoto _skipall 
    idur random 4,9 
    idur = int(idur) 
    ispeed random 0.6,1.0 
    ifdbkamt random 20,150 
    istart random 0,18 
    icomb random 0.1,0.4 
    kpan init 0 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        kpan = (kpan+1)%2 
        kdistance random 1,4 
        event "i",121,0,idur*0.75/gkTempo,ispeed,istart,ifdbkamt,icomb,kpan*2 - 1,kdistance 
        knext = knext + idur 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
instr 121 ; pad pulse 
    ; p4 = speed 
    ; p5 = start 
    ; p6 = feedback amt 
    ; p7 = comb rvtime 
    ; p8 = pan 
    ; p9 = distance 
    adur line p5,1/p4,p5 + 1 
    afdbk init 0 
    asnd tablei adur*sr + (afdbk)*p6,giAtmosphere 
    afdbk = asnd 
    aenv linseg 0,p3*0.2,1,p3*0.8,0 
    asnd comb asnd,p7,1/60 
    asnd = asnd*aenv 
    afdbk = asnd 
    asnd butterlp asnd,3000 
    al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p8,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,6 
endin 
 
gi130pitches ftgen 0,0,16,-2,0,0,0,7,7,8,3,5, 12,12,10,15,15,14,24,19 
instr 130 
 kcd init 0 
 if kcd<=0 then 
  kdur random 0,1 
  kdur = (kdur^ 4)*5 + 1 
  kdur = int(kdur)*0.4 
  kfreq random 0,16 
  kfreq table kfreq,gi130pitches 
  kfreq = 2^ (kfreq/12) * 120 
  koct random 1,3 
  kfreq = kfreq * int(koct) 
  kshift random 3,7 
  kshift = int(kshift) 
  kmoddepth random 0.4,0.6 
  kfade random 0,1 
  kfade = kfade^ 4 * 1.2 + 0.01 
        kpan random -1,1 
  event "i",131,0,kdur*2,kfreq,kshift,kmoddepth,kfade,kpan 
  kcd = kcd + kdur 
 endif 
 kcd = kcd - 1/kr 
endin 
 
instr 131 
 ; p4 = freq 
 ; p5 = shift ratio 
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 ; p6 = mod depth 
 ; p7 = fadein 
    ; p8 = pan 
  
 aenv linsegr 0,p7,1,2.8,0.3,1.4,0 
 asnd oscili aenv,p4,giSine 
  
 kfdbk linsegr 0,p7*2,p6,2.9,p6*0.5,1.5,0 
 asnd feedbackSSB asnd,p4*p5-p4,kfdbk 
  
 asnd butterhp asnd,p4*2 
  
 asnd distort1 asnd,10,0.1,0,0 
 asnd = asnd*ampdbfs(-36) 
  
 al,ar,awet Pannerk asnd,p8,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,awet,6 
endin 
 
 
/******************************************************* 
 ********************* LEVEL 2 ************************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
  
 /******************************************************* 
 ********************* LEVEL 3 ************************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
 
/******************************************************* 
 ********************* LEVEL 4 ************************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
 
giL4HarmonicField ftgen 0,0,16,-2, 4,7,11,16,18,19,21,28,\\ 
                                   4,11,12,0,-1,9,15,11 
giL4HarmonicField chnexport "L4HarmonicField",2 
 
;gi400Harm ftgen 0,0,8,-2,4,7,11,16,18,19,21,28 ; table of harmonies 
gk400freqExponent init 1 
gk400harmMedian init 1.6 
gk400harmDelta init 0.6 
gk400transpose init 1 
gk400lowpass init 1000 
gk400durAvg init 11 
gk400durWidth init 5 
 
gk400rotate init 0; 
gk400rotate chnexport "i400rotate",3 
 
instr 400 ; pads Controller 
tigoto _skipall 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
     
    gk400rotate = gk400rotate*0.99 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        kdur random -gk400durWidth,gk400durWidth 
        kdur = int(kdur + gk400durAvg) 
        kfreq random 0,1 
        kfreq = kfreq^ gk400freqExponent 
        kfreq = kfreq*16 
        kfreq table kfreq,giL4HarmonicField 
        kfreq = 40* 2^ (kfreq/12) * gk400transpose 
        ktrans random 3,6 
        ktrans = int(ktrans)+0.01 
        kharm rand gk400harmDelta 
        kharm = kharm + gk400harmMedian 
        kpan random -0.8,0.8 
        kattack random 0.2,0.8 
        event "i",401,0,kdur*1.7/gkTempo,kfreq,kharm,kpan,kattack,1 
        event "i",401,0,kdur*1.7/gkTempo,kfreq*ktrans,kharm,kpan,kattack,ampdbfs(-6) 
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        knext = knext + kdur 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi401Square ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0,0.333,0,0.2,0,0.149,0,0.111,0,0.091,0,0.077,0,0.067,0,0.059,\ 
    0,0.053,0,0.048 
instr 401 ; pads 
    ; p4 = master osc freq 
    ; p5 = hard sync freq multiplier 
    ; p6 = pan 
    ; p7 = attackTime 
    ; p8 = postgain 
 
    amst phasor p4 
    awah linseg 1,p3*0.5,4,p3*0.5,1 
    asnd = amst*p5*awah * (1+gk400rotate) 
    asnd table asnd,gi401Square,1,0,1 
    asnd = asnd*(1-amst) 
    asnd butterlp asnd,gk400lowpass 
    aenv linsegr 0,p7,1,p3,0,0.1,0 
    asnd = asnd*aenv*p8 
    al,ar,aw Pannerk asnd,p6,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,aw,9 
endin 
 
gi410vectWidth init 4 
 
;gi410Harm ftgen 0,0,8*gi410vectWidth,-2,4,7,11,16,18,19,21,28 ; table of harmonies 
gk410octave init 1 
gk410octave chnexport "i410octave",3 
gk410durMod init 1 
gk410durMod chnexport "i410durMod",3 
gk410harmMin init 1 
gk410harmMin chnexport "i410harmMin",3 
gk410harmWidth init 5 
gk410harmWidth chnexport "i410harmWidth",3 
 
gi410history ftgen 0,0,8,-2,0 
gk410loop init 0 
gk410loop chnexport "i410loop",3 
 
gk410freqExp init 2 
gk410freqExp chnexport "i410freqExp",3 
 
instr 410 
tigoto _skipall 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    ;klfo randi 0.5,0.1 
    khistPointer init 0 
    kloopPointer init 0 
     
    gk410freqExp = (gk410freqExp-2)*0.997 + 2 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        ;klfo = (klfo+0.5)*4 
         
        if gk410loop==0 then 
            kdur random 0,1 
            if kdur>0.7 then 
                kdur = 2 
            else 
                kdur = 1 
            endif 
            kdur = (kdur/4)*gk410durMod 
            kfreq random 0,1 
            kfreq = kfreq^ gk410freqExp ;klfo 
            kfreq = kfreq*16 
            kfreq table kfreq,giL4HarmonicField 
            kfreq = 40* 2^ (int(kfreq)/12) * gk410octave 
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            kdist random -1,1 
            kharm random gk410harmMin,gk410harmMin+gk410harmWidth 
 
            khistPointer = (khistPointer+1)%8 ; hard-coded table length 
            vtablewk khistPointer,gi410history,0,kdur,kfreq,kdist,kharm 
            ;tablew kfreq,khistPointer,gi410history 
        else 
            kloopPointer = ((kloopPointer-1)+gk410loop)%gk410loop 
            vtablek (8 + kloopPointer - khistPointer)%8,gi410history,0,0,kdur,kfreq,kdist,kharm 
             
            ;kfreq table (kloopPointer + khistPointer),gi410history,0,1 
            ;kdur = 1 
        endif 
        kpan random -0.2,0.2 
        event "i",411,0,kdur*0.7/gkTempo,kfreq,kdist,kharm,kpan 
        knext = knext + kdur 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi411Wave ftgen 0,0,32768,10,1,0.2,0.04,0.04,0.04,0.01,0.004,0.004,0.001 
instr 411 ; hard acid synth 
    ; p4 = master osc freq 
    ; p5 = phase distortion 
    ; p6 = hard sync freq multiplier 
    ; p7 = pan 
     
    amst phasor p4 
    asnd = (amst*p6)%1 
    asnd pdhalf asnd,p5 
    asnd table asnd,gi411Wave,1,0,1 
    asnd = asnd*(1-amst) 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,0.01,1,0.3,0.1,0.1,0.001 
    asnd = asnd*aenv 
    asnd distort1 asnd,10,0.1,0,0 
    al,ar,aw Pannerk asnd,p7,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,aw,9 
endin 
 
instr 420 
tigoto _skipall 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        kdur = 1 
 
        kfreq = 50 
        kphasedist = 1 
        khardsyncmult = 1 
        kpan = 0 
        klength random 0.06,0.12 
        event "i",421,0,klength,kfreq,kphasedist,khardsyncmult,kpan 
         
        kfreq random 9000,9300 
        kpan random -0.3,0.3 
        klength random 0.06,0.12 
        event "i",422,0.5/gkTempo,klength,9000,kpan 
        knext = knext + kdur 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi421Wave ftgen 0,0,128,10,1,0.2,0.04,0.04,0.04,0.01,0.004,0.004,0.001 
instr 421 
    ; p4 = freq 
    ; p5 = phase distortion 
    ; p6 = hard sync multiplier 
    ; p7 = pan 
    achirp linseg 1000,0.02,p4 
    amst phasor achirp 
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    asnd = (amst*p6)%1 
    asnd pdhalf asnd,p5 
    asnd table asnd,gi421Wave,1,0,1 
    asnd = asnd*(1-amst) 
    asnd butterlp asnd,2000 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,0.001,1,0.3,0.1,0.1,0.001 
    asnd = asnd*aenv 
    asnd distort1 asnd,0.1,10,0,0 
    asnd pareq asnd,p4,6,0.7,0 
    al,ar,aw Pannerk asnd,p7,0 
    ToMixer al,ar,aw,9 
endin 
 
instr 422 
    ; p4 = freq 
    ; p5 = pan 
    asnd rand 1 
    amst phasor p4 
    asnd = asnd*(1-amst) 
    asnd butterhp asnd,p4 
    aenv expsegr 0.001,0.001,1,0.1,0.1,0.05,0.001 
    asnd = asnd*aenv*ampdbfs(-24) 
    asnd distort1 asnd,0.1,10,0,0 
    asnd pareq asnd,p4,3,0.7,0 
    al,ar,aw Pannerk asnd,p5,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,aw,9 
endin 
 
;gi430Harm ftgen 0,0,8,-2,-1,0,6,7,11,12,15,16 ; table of harmonies 
instr 430 
tigoto _skipall 
    knext init int(i(gkClock))+p4 
    if gkClock >= knext then 
        kdur random 8,16 
        kdur = int(kdur) 
        kfreq random 0,1 
        kfreq = int(kfreq*16) 
        kfreq table kfreq,giL4HarmonicField 
        kfreq = (2^ ((kfreq+12)/12))*80 
        kpan random -1,1 
        event "i",431.1,0,kdur*1.5/gkTempo,kfreq,kpan 
        knext = knext+kdur 
    endif 
_skipall: 
endin 
 
gi431window ftgen 0,0,1024,20,1,1 
instr 431 
    ; p4 = target frequency 
    ; p5 = pan 
 
    imult = p4/229.6875 ; our presumed frequency 
    igrainfreq random 7,16 
    adur line 0,1,sr/4 
    aphsa phasor igrainfreq,0 
    aphsb wrap aphsa+0.5,0,1 
    awina table aphsa,gi431window,1 
    awinb table aphsb,gi431window,1 
    aloca trSampHold adur,aphsa 
    alocb trSampHold adur,aphsb 
    aloca = aloca + imult*aphsa*sr/igrainfreq 
    alocb = alocb + imult*aphsb*sr/igrainfreq 
    asnda table aloca,giOoh 
    asndb table alocb,giOoh 
    asnda = asnda*awina 
    asndb = asndb*awinb 
    aenv linsegr 0,0.1,1,3.0,0.6,0.1,0 
    asnd = asnda+asndb 
    asnd distort1 asnd,0.1,10,0,0 
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    asnd = asnd*aenv 
    al,ar,aw Pannerk asnd,p5,1 
    ToMixer al,ar,aw,9 
endin 
 
 
 
/******************************************************* 
 **************** MIXING AND EFFECTS ******************* 
 *******************************************************/ 
 
 
 
; MIXERS -------------------------------------------- 
; zak channel assignments: 
; 0: i9000 (level 0) 
; 3: i9100 (level 1) 
; 6: i9100 (level 1) 
; 9: i9400 (level 4) 
; 12: i9000 (level 0) 
 
instr 9000 
    igain = ampdbfs(-12) 
    if p3>0 then 
        afade line igain, p3, 0 
    else 
        afade init igain 
    endif 
     
    tigoto _skipall 
        amixl = 0 
        amixr = 0 
 
        al,ar,awet MixerBus,0 
        arl, arr StereoDelay awet, 0.07, 0.3, 0.093, 0.2, 0.5, ampdbfs(-16) 
        amixl = amixl + al + arl 
        amixr = amixr + ar + arr 
         
        al,ar,awet MixerBus,12 
        ;ain, kleftTime, kleftFB, krightTime, krightFB, kcrossFB, kpostgain xin 
        arl, arr StereoDelay awet, 0.75/gkTempo, 0.3, 0.77/gkTempo, 0.2, 0.2, ampdbfs(-16) 
        amixl = amixl + al + arl 
        amixr = amixr + ar + arr 
 
        outs amixl*afade,amixr*afade 
    _skipall: 
endin 
 
instr 9100 
    igain = ampdbfs(0) 
    if p3>0 then 
        afade line igain, p3, 0 
    else 
        afade init igain 
    endif 
     
    tigoto _skipall 
        amixl = 0 
        amixr = 0 
         
        al,ar,awet MixerBus,3 
        al compress al*3,al,0,60,60,2,0.1,0.01,0.02 
        ar compress ar*3,ar,0,60,60,2,0.1,0.01,0.02 
        al pareq al,80,ampdbfs(6),0.4 
        ar pareq ar,2000,ampdbfs(6),0.7 
        arl, arr StereoDelay awet, 1/gkTempo/4, 0.3, 1/gkTempo/2, 0.2, 0.3, ampdbfs(-24) 
        amixl = amixl + (al +arl)*0.05 
        amixr = amixr + (ar +arr)*0.05 
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        al,ar,awet MixerBus,6 
        arl, arr StereoDelay awet, 1/gkTempo/4, 0.3, 1/gkTempo/2, 0.2, 0.3, ampdbfs(-24) 
        amixl = amixl + (al +arl)*0.3 
        amixr = amixr + (ar +arr)*0.3 
         
        outs amixl*afade,amixr*afade 
    _skipall: 
endin 
 
instr 9400 
    igain = ampdbfs(0) 
    if p3>0 then 
        afade line igain, p3, 0 
    else 
        afade init igain 
    endif 
     
    tigoto _skipall 
        amixl = 0 
        amixr = 0 
 
        al,ar,awet MixerBus,9 
        anul delayr 2 
        aecho deltap 0.5/gkTempo 
        aechor deltap 1.0/gkTempo 
        delayw awet + (aecho + aechor)*0.4 
        idrygain = ampdbfs(-36) 
        iwetgain = ampdbfs(-6) 
        al distort1 al,0.2,5,0,0 
        ar distort1 ar,0.2,5,0,0 
        amixl = amixl + (al + aecho*iwetgain)*idrygain 
        amixr = amixr + (ar + aechor*iwetgain)*idrygain 
         
        outs amixl*afade,amixr*afade 
    _skipall: 
endin 
 
</CsInstruments> 
 
<CsScore> 
 
#define CENTURY # [3600*24*365*100] # 
 
f0 $CENTURY 
 
</CsScore> 
 
</CsoundSynthesizer> 
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//  levelManager.mm 
//  cyoa 
 
#include "levelManager.h" 
 
#define TIMELIMIT 30 // how long to wait until timing out and resetting to level 0 
 
// this class allows a level to schedule its termination for a future time 
class formPerformer : public BasicPerformer { 
public: 
    levelManager* parent; 
     
    void call(CSOUND* cs) { 
        if((cuetime>0.0) && ([parent->audioDev getClock]>=cuetime)) { 
            cuetime = -1.0; 
            parent->nextLevel(perf); 
        } 
        next = (round([parent->audioDev getClock])+1.0); 
    } 
}; 
 
// this is the watchdog that resets the performace to level 0 if the timelimit is reached 
class rubySlippers : public BasicPerformer { 
public: 
    levelManager* parent; 
    float timeStamp; 
    int stage; 
     
    void touch() { 
        timeStamp = csoundGetScoreTime(parent->audioDev.cs);//[parent->audioDev getClock]; 
        stage = parent->levels->at(parent->currentLevel)->currentStage; 
    } 
     
    void call(CSOUND* cs) { 
        if(parent->currentLevel>0) { 
            if( (csoundGetScoreTime(parent->audioDev.cs)-TIMELIMIT)>timeStamp) { 
                if(parent->levels->at(parent->currentLevel)->currentStage == stage) { 
                    parent->levels->at(parent->currentLevel)->quickExit(); 
                } else { 
                    touch(); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        next = (round([parent->audioDev getClock])+1.0); 
    } 
}; 
 
void levelManager::init(qViewController* q, audioDevice* a) { 
    viewController = q; 
    audioDev = a; 
    acc = [UIAccelerometer sharedAccelerometer]; 
    motion = [[CMMotionManager alloc] init]; 
    [motion startGyroUpdates]; 
     
    srand ( time(NULL) ); 
     
    levels = new vector<level*>(); 
    currentLevel = 0; 
     
    formPerformer* form = new formPerformer; 
    form->parent = this; 
    form->isActive = 1; 
    audioDev.performers->push_back(form); 
     
    rubySlippers* ruby = new rubySlippers; 
    ruby->parent = this; 
    ruby->isActive = 1; 
    ruby->timeStamp = [audioDev getClock]; 
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    audioDev.performers->push_back(ruby); 
     
    BasicPerformer* bp = new BasicPerformer; 
    bp->next = 0.0; 
    bp->isActive = 0; 
    audioDev.performers->push_back(bp); 
     
    level0* lv0 = new level0(this); 
    level1* lv1 = new level1(this); 
    level2* lv2 = new level2(this); 
    level3* lv3 = new level3(this); 
    level4* lv4 = new level4(this); 
    levels->push_back(lv0); 
    levels->push_back(lv1); 
    levels->push_back(lv2); 
    levels->push_back(lv3); 
    levels->push_back(lv4); 
     
    levels->at(currentLevel)->newLevel(); 
    [audioDev startClock]; 
} 
 
void levelManager::cueNext(float cueTime, int performance) { 
    audioDev.performers->at(0)->cuetime = cueTime; 
    audioDev.performers->at(0)->perf = performance; 
} 
 
void levelManager::nextLevel(int performance) { 
    levels->at(currentLevel)->releaseLevel(performance); 
     
    if(performance<0) { 
        if(((levels->at(currentLevel)->currentStage)/2)>levels->at(abs(performance))->currentStage) { 
            levels->at(abs(performance))->currentStage = ((levels->at(currentLevel)->currentStage)/2); 
        } 
        currentLevel = abs(performance); 
    } 
    else if(performance==0) { 
        currentLevel = 0; 
        for(int i=0; i<levels->size(); i++) { 
            levels->at(i)->currentStage = 1; 
        } 
    } 
     
    audioDev.performers->at(1)->touch(); 
    levels->at(currentLevel)->newLevel(); 
} 
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//  level0.mm 
//  cyoa 
 
/* 
 Introductory screen, monitors four interaction types: 
    1) total swiping distance 
    2) number of taps 
    3) total force applied through accelleration or rotation 
    4) total pinch/rotation application 
  
 When any one of these crosses a threshold, the game skips to the appropriate level 
 */ 
 
#define SWIPETHRESHOLD 600 //300 
#define TAPTHRESHOLD 100 //13 
#define FORCETHRESHOLD 3000.0 //1500.0 //500.0 
#define KNOBBINGTHRESHOLD 1200.0 //600.0 
 
#include "level0.h" 
 
// this object represents a virtual object, which will be acted upon by the iphone's 
// accellerometer. 
i10object::i10object(level0* p) { 
    x = 0.5; 
    y = 0.5; 
    vx = 0.0; 
    vy = 0.0; 
    parent = p; 
} 
 
void i10object::update(float ax, float ay) { 
    // add the new accelleration to the old velocity 
    vx += ax/32.0; 
    vy += ay/32.0; 
     
    // check for collisions with 0/1, and bounce if necessary 
    float nx, ny; 
    nx = x + vx; 
    ny = y + vy; 
    if ((nx>1.0) || (nx<0.0)) { 
        vx *= -0.1; // invert with some loss 
        nx = x + vx; // update the target 
    } 
    if ((ny>1.0) || (ny<0.0)) { 
        vy *= -0.1; // invert with some loss 
        ny = y + vy; // update the target 
    } 
    x = nx; 
    y = ny; 
     
    float totalVel = fmax((pow(fabs(vx) + fabs(vy),0.25)-0.25)*2.5,0.0); 
     
    if(parent->isActive) { 
        const char* veltarget = "i10velocityControl"; 
        [parent->lm->audioDev assign:(char*) veltarget withFloat:totalVel]; 
    } 
} 
 
 
level0::level0(levelManager* l) { 
    lm = l; 
    currentStage = 1; 
    vc = [[level0view alloc] initWithParent:this]; 
    [[vc view] setBackgroundColor:[UIColor blackColor]]; 
    viewLoaded = 0; 
    mob = new i10object(this); 
} 
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level0::~level0() { 
    ; 
} 
 
void level0::newLevel() { 
    if(!viewLoaded) { 
        [[lm->viewController view] performSelectorOnMainThread:@selector(addSubview:) withObject:[vc view] 
waitUntilDone:NO]; 
        [vc loadControllers]; 
        viewLoaded = 1; 
    } 
    printf("creating level0 on stage: %i\n",currentStage); 
     
     
    swipedistance = 0; 
    tapcount = 0; 
    shakeforce = 0.0; 
    knobbing = 0.0; 
    isActive = 1; 
    [lm->audioDev setTempo:1.0]; 
     
    csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 9000.1 0 -1"); 
    csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 10.1 0 -1 0"); 
    csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 20.1 0 -1 0"); 
    csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 30.1 0 -1 0"); 
    csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 40.1 0 -1 0"); 
} 
 
void level0::releaseLevel(int v) { 
    if(isActive){ 
        if(v<1) { 
            [[lm->viewController view] performSelector:@selector(removeFromSuperview:) withObject:[vc view] 
afterDelay:0.1]; 
            [vc releaseControllers]; 
            viewLoaded = 0; 
        } 
         
        if(v>0) currentStage += v; 
        if(v<=0) currentStage += 1; 
        isActive = 0; 
         
        csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 9000.1 0 3.01"); 
        csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 10.1 0 1.01 0"); 
        csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 20.1 0 1.01 0"); 
        csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 30.1 0 3.01 0"); 
        csoundInputMessage([lm->audioDev cs],"i 40.1 0 0.01 0"); 
    } 
} 
 
void level0::incrementSwipe() { 
    if(isActive) { 
        if(swipedistance<SWIPETHRESHOLD) { 
            swipedistance += 1; 
            if(swipedistance>=SWIPETHRESHOLD) { 
                printf("LEVEL1 SELECTED\n"); 
                lm->cueNext(floor([lm->audioDev getClock]+1.0),-1); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void level0::decrementSwipe() { 
    if(isActive) { 
        if(swipedistance<SWIPETHRESHOLD) { 
            swipedistance -= 1; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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void level0::incrementTap(){ 
    if(isActive) { 
        const char* t = "i40shouldSound"; 
        [lm->audioDev assign:(char*) t withFloat:1]; 
        if(tapcount<TAPTHRESHOLD) { 
            tapcount += 1; 
            if(tapcount>=TAPTHRESHOLD) { 
                printf("LEVEL2 SELECTED\n"); 
                lm->cueNext(floor([lm->audioDev getClock]+1.0), -2); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void level0::incrementForce(float v) { 
    if(isActive) { 
        if(shakeforce<FORCETHRESHOLD) { 
            shakeforce += v; 
            if(shakeforce>=FORCETHRESHOLD) { 
                printf("LEVEL3 SELECTED\n"); 
                lm->cueNext(floor([lm->audioDev getClock]+1.0), -3); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
void level0::incrementRotation(float v) { 
    if(isActive) { 
        if(knobbing<KNOBBINGTHRESHOLD) { 
            knobbing += v; 
            if(knobbing>=KNOBBINGTHRESHOLD) { 
                printf("LEVEL4 SELECTED\n"); 
                lm->cueNext(floor([lm->audioDev getClock]+1.0), -4); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
void level0::pinch(int t, float v) { 
    if (isActive) { 
        const char* target = "i30shouldSound"; 
        const char* t2 = "i20rhythmBias"; 
        [lm->audioDev assign: (char*) target withFloat:t]; 
        [lm->audioDev assign: (char*) t2 withFloat:t*2]; 
    } 
} 
void level0::touches(int type, int idx, float x, float y) { 
    if (isActive) { 
        const char* target = "i20shouldSound"; 
        if(type==1) { 
            if(idx==0) { 
                [lm->audioDev assign:(char*)target withFloat:1]; 
            } 
        } 
        if(type==0) { 
            if(idx==0) { 
                [lm->audioDev assign:(char*)target withFloat:0]; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
void level0::rotate(int t, float v) { 
    if (isActive) { 
        const char* target = "i30detuneMod"; 
        MYFLT dm = [lm->audioDev getValueOf:(char*)target]; 
        dm += v*0.0005; 
        [lm->audioDev assign:(char*)target withFloat:dm]; 
    } 
} 
 
